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The study starts with an explanation of ‘innovation’ and its significance for business 
organizations, followed by a description of Bad Schwartau, the company of investigation; its 
market environments, competitors and its current product portfolio. 
The next chapter contains an explication of the five dimensions of innovation (Tidd & 
Bessant, 2009), what these dimensions cover and why they are a useful approach for the 
investigation. 
Two methods have been chosen for the further research, an innovation self assessment 
survey and a qualitative interview research.  The results of the self assessment lead to a 
ranking of the five dimensions; this gives a first indication about the innovation capabilities 
of the firm. 
The second method is a qualitative interview research; it analyzes relevant issues in depth. 
All content and results of the interviews have been categorized. The core findings are 
separated in strength and weaknesses. Based on that, areas for improvement have been 
determined. 
The research study ends with a set of recommendations, how Bad Schwartau should 
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The German food product markets have changed within the last decade. Private labels have 
developed from offering cheap, low quality products to qualitative comparable competitors 
with an excellent price performance ratio. They have entered the market segments that 
were classically served by traditional brand manufacturers. The retail brands successfully 
captured market shares.   
Schwartau GmbG & Co. KGaA is such a traditional brand manufacturer that operates mainly 
in the German food market. The company isd a market leader for jams, cereal bars and 
smoothies. It is part of the Hero group, a Swiss based international brand-focused consumer-
foods group. 
Within the last 4 years Bad Schwartau has lost 8% market share within the jam market to the 
private labels and this looks similar in the other product categories. The customer loyalty to 
traditional brands is decreasing and the company has to react and adapt to the changing 
market environment; to defend its market leader position. The role of innovation within this 
process of change will be significant.  
’How’ and ‘why’ questions are likely to favor the use of case studies. (Yin, 2003, p.7) This 
research will discover the innovation capabilities which the company needs to succeed in the 
future markets, and gives recommendations, what the company should do to develop these. 
This requires an analysis of the current innovation capabilities of Bad Schwartau.   
The structure of the analysis will base on the 5 dimension of innovation; strategy, processes, 
organization, linkages and learning (Tidd & Bessant, 2009). It will have two levels; the first 
level is a self assessment survey within the organization. The second level is a qualitative 
interview audit. The self assessment should lead to simple quantitative results which are the 
base for the further qualitative interview research. 
Recently Bad Schwartau sold one of its 4 product divisions, the bakery & décor division, 
which generated 20% of the company’s revenue. This could be a sign for strategic focus on 
the firm’s core markets, jam and cereal bars. On the other side Schwartau is going to launch 
2 new products categories in niche markets, gluten-free products and coffee flavor syrup. 
This would fit more to a diversity strategy. It can be seen that the analysis of Bad 
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Schwartau’s strategic intents is of great importance for the further research. It indicates 
what type of innovation is needed. In addition to that the role of the Hero group 
management and its influences on Bad Schwartau’s strategic and organizational orientation 
will have to be considered. 
Processes play a vital role in the development of innovations. Finding ideas, selecting the 
right idea and develop it to an innovation. All these different steps can be supported by 
process management. The research will discover what processes exist at Bad Schwartau and 
explore deficits and areas of improvements the company has. 
The analysis of the organizational dimension will examine the organization’s structure and 
communication form and discover how the firm develops and leads its employees towards 
innovation - is the environment stimulating innovativeness? Does the organization follow a 
common vision? 
The learning dimension refers to the company’s learning capabilities. To adapt to a changing 
environment requires that the company is able and willing to learn. This bases on a 
knowledge management, how Bad Schwartau uses know-how and experiences.  
Finally, the linkage dimension shows the relations and cooperation that the company has to 
complement their own competences and knowledge with those of others.  
The challenging market environment Bad Schwartau is facing makes this study a very useful 








2 Literature review 
2.1 What is innovation? 
There are various definitions for innovation. Schumpeter (1934) defines innovation as any of 
the following: introduction of new products, new methods of production, opening of new 
markets, development of new sources of inputs or creation of new market structure in an 
industry. 
Drucker (1985) gives a more explaining definition that innovation is a process of equipping in 
new, improved capabilities or increased utility wherein an attempt to develop something 
new is carried out in practice. 
Tidd & Bessant (2009) add the ‘value capturing’ aspect when they define innovation as “the 
process of turning ideas into reality and capturing value from them.” 
Simon (2007) adds the ‘customer relation’ aspect and states that an innovation must either 
lead to an increased customer benefit or provide a given customer value at a lower cost. 
Ideally, innovations contribute to both of these effects. 
2.2 Which are the sources of innovation opportunities? 
Peter Drucker (1985) writes, ‘most innovations…result from a conscious…search for 
innovation opportunities,’ the sources for innovation. He defines four areas of opportunities 
within a company or industry: 
1. Unexpected occurrences: Those opportunities that can lead to unexpected success; by 
using and modifying an existing technology to create a new product.  
2. Incongruities: incongruity within the logic or rhythm of a process is one possibility out of 
which innovation opportunities may arise. For example when an industry is a growing 
market with declining profits, this might cause innovation. 
3. Process needs: It can be best explained by an example. The demand and need for 
“Media” around 1890 was responded by the development of two innovations, first a 
mass printing machine and second the innovation of modern advertising, so the media 
would be financed through advertisement. 
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4. Industry and market changes: Changes in industry or market structure create 
innovation opportunities. ‘New opportunities rarely fit the way an industry has always 
approached the market, defined it, or organized to serve it’. (Drucker, 1985) 
In addition Drucker defines three sources of opportunities which exist outside a company or 
industry: 
1. Demographic change: Due to demographic change, the overall percentage of old people 
in countries such as Japan or Germany is increasing. This is due to a longer average 
lifetime and a decreasing birthrate. The increasing amount of old people leads to more 
innovations for this customer segment. 
2. Changes in perception: When people change their perception for their health from 
going to the doctor when they are sick to trying to prevent so they won’t get sick, it will 
lead to new markets and stimulate the development of products for this market. 
3. New knowledge: The new knowledge can be scientific, technical or social based. In any 
case new knowledge is challenging for innovation as the knowledge has be approved 
and tested. 
2.3 What forms of innovations exist? 
Tidd and Bessant (2009) distinguish four categories of innovation: 
1. Product innovations are changes in the products or services that an organization offers. 
This could be the development of a new product that will be sold additional to the 
existing product range of a company. 
2. Process innovations are changes in the creation and delivery of these products and 
services. Supportive new software could be a process innovation, or the improvements 
related to a factory’s operations. 
3. Position innovations are changes concerning the context in which these products and 
services are introduced to the market. This could be a new marketing strategy to 
present the same product with a different value to a new customer based (e.g. Häagen-




4. Paradigm innovations are changes regarding the mental models that define the actions 
of an organization. This could be the change and shift of the company to a complete 
new business model. In the car industry, manufacturers shift from classical product sales 
to a service oriented business model.  
The OECD (2005) also defines four types of innovation, which are slightly different to the 
before mentioned 4Ps. Product innovation and process innovation are elements of both 
definition. Different to the 4Ps approach, the OECD sees market innovation and 
organizational innovation as category three and four. Organizational innovation refers to 
the implementation of new organizational methods. This can be changes in business 
practices, in workplace organization or in the firm’s external relations. Marketing 
innovations involve the implementation of new marketing methods. The Marketing 
innovation defined by the OECD is similar to the Position innovation of Tidd et al. 
So the differences between these two definition approaches are (1) The paradigm 
innovation category mentioned by Tidd and Bessant, and (2) the organizational innovation of 
the OECD. 
Putting them together we would have a list of five innovation categories: 
1. Product innovation 
2. Process Innovation 
3. Position or Marketing innovation 
4. Paradigm innovation 
5. Organizational innovation 
2.3.1 From incremental to radical innovation 
Tidd et al. (2009) states that a key issue in managing innovation is the degree of novelty 
involved in different places across the innovation space.  
The novelty should be seen in two different types of innovation: incremental and radical. 
The degree of novelty goes from minor, incremental improvements, to radical changes 
which transform the way we think about and use them. The ways how to approach 
incremental change differ from those used to handle a radical product or process change. 
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It has to be clarified where the border line between incremental and radical innovation is. A 
team of researchers at Renesselaer Polytechnic Institute defined a radical innovation as an 
innovation with one or more of the following characteristics (Leifer et al, 2000): 
1. An entirely new set of performance features 
2. Improvements in known performance features of five times or greater 
3. A 30 percent or greater reduction in cost 
This can only be an indication. It will have to be appraised from case to case, if an innovation 
is radical or incremental. 
Mainly innovation within a company is incremental innovation. Products are rarely radical 
new. Process innovation is in most cases about ‘optimizing and getting the bugs out of the 
system.’ (Tidd et al, 2009, p. 27) Studies of incremental process innovation suggest that 
cumulative efficiency of long term incremental innovations is higher than those of radical 
innovations. 
One specific form of incremental innovation should be mentioned here: The Platform 
innovation. This is “a way of creating stretch and space around an innovation and depends 
on being able to establish a strong basic platform or family which can be extended.” (Tidd et 
al, 2009, p.28) Taking the idea of ‘position innovation’, the role of brands could be seen 
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Figure 1: Dimension of Innovation space – Tidd  (1997) ‘Managing Innovation’ 
Is an innovation a radical innovation, one that has the potential to change an industry, set a 
new standard and create a new market? Or is it an innovation that is more incremental, 
improving a product, service or process?  
The overall question that arises for a company is what form of innovation does the company 
need and therefore has to focus on – is incremental or radical innovation needed? How can 
it be achieved?  
2.4 How do we get to innovations? 
To define that we need to identify where innovation comes from, what are the sources of 
innovation. Based on Tidd et al (2009), only those sources of innovation will be mentioned in 
the following that seem to be relevant for the further study. 
Knowledge push: It is a knowledge push when companies use their R&D departments to 
develop a new product, which gives them a competitive advantage by knowledge. (chap. 2.2, 
new knowledge) 
Inspiration: Inspiration can come from totally different sources. It can’t be planned but it can 
be stimulated. It is especially necessary when it comes to new product ideas, the creation of 
something that has not been there before.  
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Recombinant Innovation: It is recombinant innovation when existing knowledge of different 
worlds is combined and brought into a new context. 
Observation of others: It is the learning from others; to imitate their ideas and innovations. 
In the study these others are (1) geographical market and (2) competition (3) users (chap. 
2.2, industry and market change) 
1. Markets: Geographical different markets relate to different cultures. There might be 
products in others markets that could be imitated and sold. Products, that are not 
available yet in the home markets. 
2. Competition: An innovation does not necessarily come from only one source. The 
observation of another market can lead to inspiration; or a recombinant innovation can 
lead to new advertising possibilities.  
3. Users: It is about the engagement and observation of the costumers and consumers. 
Customers themselves make innovation and develop products in a way that fits their 
demand. A company should make use of this creativity potential. 
Need Pull: This requires the exploration of customer wants and needs. The products will be 
developed based on this information. ‘Pull’ because the customers tell what they want, he 
pulls it from the market. (chap. 2.2, change in perception) 
Future and Forecasting: A change in demography changes the amount of customers in 
different age groups in the future. Taking the future into account can have a huge influence 
on the innovation strategy. (chap. 2.2, demographic change) 
2.5 Firms problems towards innovation 
Bessant et al (2007) reviewed the capabilities of firms to deal with innovation and 







3 Schwartauer Werke GmbH & Co. KGaA 
Schwartauer Werke GmbH & Co.KGaA is a German food manufacturer that supplies to food 
retailers. The company manufactures a market leader for jams, cereal bars and smoothies. 
Schwartauer Werke GmbH & Co.KGaA was founded in 1899 and is based in Bad Schwartau, a 
city in northern Germany. The company operates as a subsidiary of 
international operating Hero Schweiz AG. Recently, in March 2010, 
the company sold 4
th
 division, the bakery & décor division to the Dr. 
August Oetker Nahrungsmittel KG. In 2009 the Bad Schwartau 
generated a total turnover of approximately €300 million. 
3.1 Hero Group 
Hero is an international brand-focused consumer-foods group that was founded in 1886 in 
Lenzburg, Switzerland. In 1995, Dr. Arend Oetker acquired a majority shareholding in Hero 
and re-positioned the Group to focus on branded business and produces high quality 
nutrition products.
 
Business segments that no longer fitted this brand 
strategy were divested. Business acquisitions strengthened the core, 
Infant Nutrition and Fruit categories. In parallel, the Group focuses on a 
geographic expansion strategy. The Group’s operations are based 
predominantly in Europe, North America, Middle East/Africa and 
Turkey/Central Asia. 
In 2009, the Group generated revenues of close to CHF 2 billion with over 4,000 employees 
in more than 30 countries. Since 2003, Hero has been in private ownership. Dr. Arend Oetker 
is the majority shareholder.
 
(Appendix 2, Hero brand attributes) 
3.2 Market environment 
3.2.1 The oligopolistic market structure of the jam market 
To understand an oligopolistic market, first of all it is important to understand the situation 
of ‘perfect competition’. In a market structure of perfect competition are many firms; there 
is ‘freedom of entry to the industry; all firms produce an identical product; and all firms are 
price takers’ (Sloman, Suttcliffe, 2004, p.212). Being a price taker means that a company has 
no power to influence the market price. But a market situation of perfect competition does 
hardly exist in the real market environment.  
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The German jam market has an oligopolistic market structure “where there are few enough 
firms to enable barriers to be erected against the entry of new firms” (Sloman, Suttcliffe, 
2004, p.213). These few firms share a large proportion of the industry and this enables them 
to keep the prices high. This has an underlying concept, the “interdependence of the firms, 
… where each firm is affected by its rivals’ action.” (Sloman, Suttcliffe, 2004, p.235). If the 
companies collude with each other they can maximize the profits within the industry. On the 
other hand they will try to grow their market share. These two policies are incompatible. 
3.2.2 Competitors 
Bad Schwartau is challenged by two different forms of competitors. The major threat comes 
from the retail directly and its ‘private labels’ – the customer as a competitor; the 
supermarkets with their own brands. These private label products are very price competitive 
to the products of Bad Schwartau. In the past, the private labels were recognized as cheap 
and low in quality. But they have learned to market their own brand and have gained a high 
market share. They are fast in copying the product innovations of the traditional brands and 
have improved their product quality, the package design and moreover they make best use 
of their purchasing power by large quantity purchase. They nowadays offer good quality for 
a low price. The threat by private labels refers to both major product divisions of Bad 
Schwartau, jam and cereal bars.  
The other traditional jam brands compete with Bad Schwartau for the price segments above 
the private label products. Zentis (German), Bon Mammon (French), Darbo (Austrian) are the 
biggest brand competitors. Zentis, after Bad Schwartau the second biggest brand, is stuck in 
a sandwich position between Bad Schwartau and the private labels. But contrary to Bad 
Schwartau, Zentis is also operating as a specialist supplier. They operate as jam supplier for 
private labels. In the past it was against Bad Schwartau’s company principles to operate as a 
supplier for private labels. They do this for the simple reason; the company wants to stay 
autonomous and avoid influences of the retail on their product, pricing, promotion, 
placement policies and strategies. 
3.2.3 Discontinued innovation of retailers 
Private labels are the own-brands of retailers or supermarkets. The private label strategy can 
be seen a threat for Bad Schwartau. Based on Tidd et al (2009, p.35) it is a discontinuous 
innovation, in other words a business model innovation. He describes it as ‘Established 
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business models are challenged by a reframing, usually by a new entrant who redefines / 
reframes the problem and the consequent rules of the game’.  
This new business model can be very good explained by the ‘concept of the marketing mix’ 
(Borden, 1964) which distinguishes Marketing in the areas of the 4 Ps – Product, Price, 
Placement and Promotion 
Product: They just copy the products of the brands and thereof don’t have to be very 
innovative and invest in research and development. The whole production is done by their 
suppliers.   
Price: Because of their market power they negotiate low purchase conditions. Additional to 
that they sell directly through their own retail channels and thereof don’t have to share the 
revenue. That gives them a real cost and price advantage.  
Placement: To sell through their own stores means that the private label products can be 
placed best possible for no extra costs. In terms of Bad Schwartau this means that the 
private labels are placed right next to the Bad Schwartau products.  
Promotion: Because of the advantageous placement they don’t have to spend much on 
product marketing. Instead of that they benefit from the promotion campaign of the classic 
brands, such as Bad Schwartau. Once the consumer’s awareness is caught, he will see the 










Jam product shelf at REWE supermarket in Lensahn (North Germany): 
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Private Labels Bad Schwartau Brand competitors
 
Figure 2: Jam product placement at REWE supermarket on 20
th
 July, 2010 
Referring to the marketing director of Bad Schwartau, Philipp von Jagow, private labels did 
catch up in terms of the product design. It is no longer a visible obvious difference between a 
private label and a classic retail brand. Furthermore the diversification of the private label 
brands is an increasing challenge for Bad Schwartau. The company needs to justify higher 
prices for its products. These differentiators should quality and innovation.  
Innovation can relate to product and product design, promotion and sales channels. The 
differentiation by quality has become more difficult in the recent years as the private labels 
could increase their quality requirements and were able to communicate this to the 
customers.  
This means that Bad Schwartau has to offer regularly new product variants. This has become 
a race between the private labels who copy new innovations quickly. 
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To keep this ‘cutting edge’ position in quality and innovation is costly. Bad Schwartau has to 
invest in market research, new product research and development and in the promotion of 
the new products.  
3.3 Products 
The products of Bad Schwartau are separated into two major product divisions: Fruit 
products and cereal products. The fruit products separate into the ‘Jam products’ and 
‘Smooothies’. The cereal products are ‘cereal bars’. 
3.3.1 Jam 
This is traditionally the core product of Bad Schwartau and generates 46% of the company’s 
turnover. Bad Schwartau is offering 3 different product groups in this product segment: 
3.3.1.1 Classics brands: Schwartau Extra & Mövenpick 
Schwartau Extra has been launched by Bad Schwartau in 1962. It is a 
classical jam product, offered in 25 different flavors. The product is the 
market leader in the German jam market with a market share of 16%. 
Even today it is a strong brand. But other differentiators than the brand combined with the 
variety of flavor offered, do not exist.  
To differentiate their core product, Bad Schwartau offers ‘Schwartau Extra’ for niche 
markets, such as diet jam with reduced sugar or a specific product line for 
diabetics. 
Additional to that, Bad Schwartau offers a high-end product, which is sold 
under the brand, Mövenpick. The product covers a market share of 7%. 
Bad Schwartau is not the owner of this well known brand, but licensed the brand rights for 
this name to offer a premium product.  
3.3.1.2 Samt 
Samt has been introduced by Bad Schwartau in 2005. The jam, a real product innovation, has 
a creamy consistency, without any pits or fruit pieces. It is offered in 15 different flavors. 
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Innovation origin: Originally the product had been developed at a Swiss 
company called Hero, which is also a brand of the Hero Group. But Hero 
was not successful with the market implementation and the product 
failed. Schwartau took over this innovation, developed it further and 
could launch it successfully due to a better marketing. (chap. 2.4, observation of others) 
Samt covers 10% of Bad Schwartau’s total turnover and generates a good margin as it 
justifies the higher price with a real product innovation. But recently the first private label 
copies of the product can be found in the retail, with a good quality and flavor. 
3.3.1.3 Frutissima 
Frutissima is the third jam product category of Bad Schwartau. It has 
been launched in 2007. It is a new jam development that has a more 
fruity taste based on new, more laborious method to heat the fruits. 
The new and fresh product is a great market success and moreover it is 
not easy to copy. 
Innovation origin: Bad Schwartau was inspired by housewives and their methods of jam 
production. So an observation brought the inspiration for this new product. (chap. 2.4, 
inspiration & user observation) 
 This product guarantees a cutting edge in quality and justifies a high price. With €15 million, 
Frutissima covers 5% of Bad Schwartau’s total turnover. 
3.3.2 Smoothies 
Bad Schwartau produces and markets two different smoothies, Fruit2day and PurPur.  
3.3.2.1 Fruit2day 
Fruit2day is a drink which is a combination of fruit juice and fruit 
pieces, it was launched in 2005. The drink is sold in a 100 milliliter 
bottle and aimed to be a ‘vitamin bomb’.  
Innovation origin: Fruit2day was Bad Schwartau’s first product 
development to participate in the upcoming smoothies market, which swapped over from 
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Great Britain. It was a modification of a product called ‘fruit bomb’, the difference the 
former product was, that Frui2day is for drinking; the fruit bomb was to spoon. This product 
is a result of market observation and recombination of an existing product with a new 
package. (chap. 2.4, observation of others & recombinant innovation) With €13 million the 
product covers 4% of the company’s total turnover. 
3.3.2.2 PurPur  
PurPur is a fruit smoothie from Bad Schwartau which was launched in 2007. The sugar-free 
drink is made out of puréed fruits and is sold in 100 milliliter bottles, available in three 
different flavors.  
Innovation origin: This product innovation was inspired by a product in the 
British market, the smoothie from Innocent. This company was found in 1998 by 
3 students who had created a new drink, the ‘Smoothie’. It is another example of 
successful market observation (chap. 2.4, market observation)  
In 2009 the PurPur turnover was €5 million, which is 1.6% of Bad Schwartau’s 
total turnover.  
Referred to Mr. von Jagow, the financial crisis in 2008 has to a consumption decrease in the 
German smoothie market by approximately 50%. Bad Schwartau was able to keep its market 
share of 35% in the market for refrigerated fruit products. But the overall market 
development of this product segment is disappointing. 
3.3.3 Corny cereal bars: 
The cereal bar was launched in 1984. It is offered in 11 different 
flavors and market leader in this product category with a market 
share of 60% in the German market.  
Corny made a turnover of €50million, what is 16% of Bad Schwartau’s total turnover in 2009. 
Attempts in 2005to stretch the brand with another product, Corny KnusBits, failed (chap. 
7.1.3.3, Bad Schwartau brand). 
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3.3.4 Bakery & decor 
Bad Schwartau recently sold it bakery and décor division, which had been part of the 
company since 1963. It developed and managed products around bakery and bakery 
decoration. Bad Schwartau sold this division in March 2010 to the Dr. August Oetker 
Nahrungsmittel KG. (Welt.de, 2010) Currently Bad Schwartau is transferring the department 
and the activities to the new owner. With the sales of the B&D division, the company lost 
€60 million turnover, 20% of Schwartau’s total turnover of 2009. 
3.3.5 New product developments (have not been launched yet): 
3.3.5.1 Gluten-free products 
Gluten is a protein substance found in grains, including barley, wheat and rye. 
(nutritionresearchcenter.org) Millions of people have gluten intolerance and yet the 
awareness for this problem is just to increase.  
Innovation origin: The gluten-free market has been created through new scientific 
knowledge, how gluten can affect people with intolerance. (chap. 2.2, new knowledge) 
Other players are already operating in this niche market. (chap. 2.4, observation of others) 
Bad Schwartau wants use its competences around cereal products which they have through 
their ‘Corny’ cereal bar to step into this market.  
They will use a new brand, Semper. Semper is a Swedish company and also part of the Hero 
group. It is a well known brand for baby food. Schwartau wants to sell with this brand the 
positive image of Sweden. 
3.3.5.2 Coffee flavor syrup 
This will be a new product, launched under the Bad Schwartau brand. It will be syrup 
specifically for coffee. The syrup will give the drink a different flavor. It will be lauched in the 
3
rd
 quarter of 2010. 
Innovation origin: When he traveled through America at the end of 2009, the CEO of Bad 
Schwartau, Markus Lenke, saw the coffee flavor in the US coffee shops and supermarkets. 
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Back in Germany he introduced the R&D department to create such flavor syrup. This is a 
perfect example for market observation (chap. 2.4, market observation) 
From both products together, gluten and coffee syrup flavor, the company expects a 10 
million yearly turnover after 2 years. 
3.4 Core problem 
‘While big problems don’t always produce big breakthroughs, little problems never do.’ 
(Hamel, 2006).
 
Hamel gives three leading questions how to define such problems, of which 
two shall be mentioned here: 
1. What are the tough trade-offs that your company never seems to get right? 
For example the pressure for short term earnings can undermine the companies 
willingness to realize long-term developments. 
2. What are the emerging challenges the future has in store for the company?  
That can relate to a changing market environment; e.g. competition or a changing 
customer behavior.  
Bad Schwartau is currently in a difficult situation. This is due to a market change in the food 
market - the increasing competition of private labels. Bad Schwartau has lost market share in 
the jam market. From 56% in 2006, their share decreased to currently 48%. 
How should Bad Schwartau stop this downside trend in its traditional markets? Should the 






4 Bad Schwartau and the five dimensions of innovation
The in-depth analysis of Bad Schwartau’s innovation management capabilities and 
characteristics will base on Tidd & Bessant’s (2009) innovation audit 
Figure 3: The innovation audit pentagon. Based on Tidd & Bessant (2009), p.604.
4.1 Strategy  
4.1.1 Core competencies 
The sustainable competitive advantage of firms resides not in their products but in their core 
competencies: ‘The real sources of advantages are to be found in ‘management’s ability to 
consolidate corporate-wide technologies and productio












The core competencies of Bad Schwartau that fulfill these criteria and therefore ensure the 
survival of the company and its market success are: 
1. Speed – idea to market: When there is a new product idea, Bad Schwartau has the 
capabilities to develop the new product quickly in its R&D department and market the 
product fast.   
2. Fruit competence: The company has a profound knowledge about fruits. The fruit 
competence refers not only on the recipes but also on it supplier network, market 
knowledge or production processes. It extends over the whole company and its 
operations.  
4.1.2 Competitive strategy 
Porter (1985) describes three strategies to achieve competitive advantage, which he calls 
‘generic competitive strategies’. 
1. Cost leadership strategy: The firm is the lowest cost supplier 
2. (Product) differentiation strategy: The firm differentiates the products from those of its 
rivals, so it can raise the price and achieve superior profitability 
3. Focus strategy: The firm concentrates on a particular segment of the market and applies 
either a cost leadership or a differentiation strategy 
Bad Schwartau is focusing on the differentiation strategy. In every product category they 
charge premium prices. But it is difficult to justify the high prices, because jam is a difficult 
product to differentiate.  
4.1.3 Innovation strategies 
Jaruzelski et al (2008) cluster innovation strategies in three ‚good practices‘: 
1. Technology drivers: They focus on scouting and developing new technologies and 
matching these to unmet needs. 
2. Need seekers: They aim to be first to market, by identifying customer needs, with strong 
design and product development capabilities. They have strong design and product 
development capabilities. (see also chap. 2.4, need pull) 
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3. Market readers: They aim to be fast followers, and conduct detailed competitors 
analysis, with strong process innovation. 
Related to its product developments of the recent years, Bad Schwartau can primarily be 
seen as a market reader. The company finds products in the market and uses its R&D 
capabilities to copy the product fast. It will be interesting to figure out if Bad Schwartau has 
processes in place to observe markets and competitors?  
4.1.4 Specialist supplier 
Henry Mintzberg (1996) states that ‘the real strategy evolves as internal decisions and 
external events flow together to create a new, widely shared consensus for action.’ He 
defines this as logical incrementalism, that strategic processes are typically fragmented, 
evolutionary, and intuitive. 
Bad Schwartau is facing a challenging competitive market environment. (chap. 2.2, industry 
and market change) Private label brands are winning more and more ground. The brand 
loyalty of the customers is decreasing. One opportunity the company has just started to 
discover is to become a specialist supplier for the private labels. 
By definition a ‘Specialized Supplier’ firm is designing, developing and building specialized 
inputs into production. ‘They perform relatively little R&D, but are none the less a major 
source of the active development of significant innovations, with major contributions being 
made by design and production staff.’ (Tidd, Bessant, Pavit, 1997, p.127)
 
Should Bad 
Schwartau take that path and become a jam supplier for private label brands of retailers? 
4.2 Processes 
To produce coffee flavor syrup was an idea that the CEO of Bad Schwartau had in his 
holidays in the United States. He saw that product in a supermarket during his US holidays. 
The second product innovation that will be launched soon is the gluten-free product range, a 
niche market. It is not a question here, whether these innovations fit in the product strategy 
or not or if the products will be a market success. It is about the processes within Bad 
Schwartau which lead to innovation. Is there a system in place that helps to discover, select, 
develop and implement new ideas? 
 
Tidd and Bessant describe the innovation process in four steps: 
Figure 4: A simple model of the innovation process. Source: Tidd & Bessant (2009, p.55)
1. Searching: The purpose of this first phase is to ferret out promising signals in the 
environment that potentially hold opportunities for change or growth.
2. Selection: Here, the company has to decide, which opportunity to pursue. It is 
important that the chosen opportu
internal competencies do matter.
3. Implementing: This phase is the transformation of the vague idea into an innovation 
brings the idea to life. 
4. Capture: In this final phase, a company should manage to capture
innovation activities. It is not only about revenue. It is rather about experiences that I 
can use for improvements.  
4.3 Organization 
To understand the organization of Bad Schwartau it is necessary to examine the role which 
key concepts such as leadership, structure, communication and motivation play in ‘building 
and sustaining culture of focused creativity’. (Tidd et al, 2009, p.98)  
Vision: The vision gives orientation to the organization. A vision is well
‘consists of two major components: core ideology (what we stand for and why we exist?) 
and the envisioned future (what we aspire to become, to achieve, to create 
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will require significant change and progress to attain.’ (Collins et al, 1996) The fundamental 
question for this research is, if and what kind of vision Bad Schwartau has?  
Leadership: Leaders have a vision and can be seen creatively. In general this should be the 
top management. ‘The top management has an influence on the performance of an 
organization (positive or negative!), through their assessment of the environment, strategic 
decision making and support for innovation’ (Tidd et al, 2009, p.103)  
Innovation champion:  ‘Above all, innovation is work rather than genius. It requires 
knowledge. It often requires ingenuity. And it requires focus. There are clearly people who 




found that innovating companies believe that anyone can become an 
innovation champion. ‘Even the janitor should be able to champion an idea all the way 
through to its development. If the person generating the idea is not the person who gets to 
run with it as champion, the chances for success are decreased dramatically, perhaps by as 
much as 50%.’  
Related to Knight (1987), the innovation champion is the individual whose original idea it 
was. But innovation champions simply can’t exist without the right actions from a company’s 
very top managers. (Scott, 2006) ‘Innovation is inherently uncertain and will inevitably 
involve failures as well as success.’ (Tidd et al, 2009, p.102) This needs a specific type of 
leadership: The top management has to fill the role of a mentor for the innovation 
champions, provide the right environment for his work. 
Organization form: Bad Schwartau has a divisionalized form of organization. This model 
involves specialization into semi-independent units. Tidd et al (2009, p. 109) writes that a 
strength of this form is to attack particular niches. Weaknesses can be the internal frictions 
between divisions. Does Bad Schwartau have the right form of organization that stimulates 
innovation, to face the challenges of the future market environment?  
Project and teams: Innovation can only be developed on the base of a well designed project 
management. Is Bad Schwartau a ‘project organization’, which uses cross functional teams?  
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Do the right people work effectively together in a team to reach a common goal (e.g. 
creative and rational people)?  
Communication: Communication can have a static hierarchical flow or, the other extreme, 
be very lateral and dynamic. The right form of communication is important for innovation. 
Ideas can only be developed and problems only solved fast and effective, when the 
communication system does not build barriers. What role does communication play in terms 
of strategic orientation as well as in the daily business operations of the firm?   
Creative climate: The work environment can stimulate creativity. That is related to available 
time, location but also to motivation. Are the people willing to think creative and be 
innovative? 
4.4 Learning 
Organizational learning is a process by which firms acquire information, knowledge, 
understanding, know-how, techniques, and practices that lead to changes in routine (Argyris 
and Schon, 1996).  
Garvin (1993) states that a learning company is an organization that is skilled at creating, 
acquiring and transferring knowledge and at modifying its behavior to reflect new 
knowledge and insights. What Garvin describes is the ability to innovate - ‘innovation 
management is a learned capability.’ (Tidd et al 2009, p.55) According to Therin (2002) 
organizational learning is positively related to innovation and hence is one of the firm’s 
greatest competitive advantages. Does Bad Schwartau have these capabilities?  
Senge (1990) writes that the ability to change enables companies to perceive new 
opportunities. Change is a process of learning. It can be either adaptive or generative 
learning. The adaptive learning bases on the desire to respond and adapt more effectively to 
environmental change. But ‘increasing adaptiveness is only the first stage in moving toward 
learning organizations. The impulse to learn, at its heart, is an impulse to be generative, to 
expand our capability.’  
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The key role of building a learning organization relates to leaders. Leaders of a learning 
organization have to function as designers, teachers, and stewards. These roles require new 
skills. One of these skills is the ability to build shared vision. 
The Principles of Creative Tension: 
Leadership starts with the creative tension, ‘seeing clearly where we want to be – the vision 
– and telling the truth about where we are – the current reality.’  
Leading through creative tension is different than 
solving problems. Change through problem solving will 
end as soon as the problem looks fixed. Creative 
tension instead means to develop the current reality to 
a vision. The motivation for problem solving is 
extrinsic. The motivation for creative tension is 
intrinsic. It shows the difference between adaptive and 
generative learning. 
 
Figure 5: The Principles of Creative Tension (P. Senge, 
1990, The Fifth Discipline) 
 
The overall question that arises is, does Bad Schwartau have the capabilities to adapt to a 
changing market environment? 
Are the right leaders in place to develop the company towards a vision? Does Bad Schwartau 
educate and train its employees, how to create innovation and how deal with change?  How 
does the company acquire external and internal knowledge from the markets and the 
competitors? Bad Schwartau has an R&D division which is transferring knowledge. But who 




Noteboome (1999) states that people and firms need outside sources of cognition and 
competence to complement their own. That is the fundamental reason why inter-firm 
linkages are important, especially for innovation. In order to produce high added value and 
novelty, by utilizing the opportunities of complementary competencies, firms need to make 
relation-specific investments which creates risks of ‘hold-up’ and ‘spill-over’. 
For this research case it is necessary to discover the existing linkages that the company has 
to complement its knowledge. How does Bad Schwartau gain external knowledge to 
develop? This can relate to very different stakeholders and departments. For example 
recruitment could be a tool to gain new knowledge. Bad Schwartau is selling end consumer 
products, so it is important to analyze the company’s relations to its customers. Also linkages 
to knowledge centers or cooperation with other companies (e.g. within the Hero group) 













5 Innovation audit design 
5.1 Question of research and research approach 
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the innovation capabilities of Bad Schwartau with 
reference to a competitive advantage for its future business success. 
5.1.1 Access to the company 
The first challenge was to get access to the company, to find a starting point and design the 
research approach. At Bad Schwartau my supervisor was Mr. Philipp von Jagow, the 
marketing director. He was the first contact and door opener for the further analysis. In his 
position as Marketing Director, Mr. von Jagow has a central role related to innovation. The 
performance of the marketing department is strongly dependent on its innovativeness. 
Moreover, together with the sales department, the marketing department is the central 
conjunction of the external market environment and the internal organization environment.  
First I needed an overview about the company, its structure, the operations and the market 
environment. Therefore I interviewed Mr. von Jagow in 4 sessions which took place on his 
way to work, a 40 minute car drive from Hamburg to the company’s facilities in the city Bad 
Schwartau.  
Based on these interviews I could make the first inductive inferences. I got first ideas which 
areas should be approached in the further research. 
The next step was to determine the specifications of the audit, what should be achieved with 
the investigation and how to get there. To improve the innovativeness of the bad Schwartau, 
we would first have to understand the current role of innovation within the firm. To gain this 
understanding we agreed to start the innovation audit with a self assessment. 
We chose key individuals within relevant departments of Bad Schwartau.  Right from the 
beginning we distinguished the audit in (a) the common issues, related to all departments 
and what are (b) the individual issues, related to specific departments only.   
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5.2 Methodic classification of the innovation audit 
The innovation audit was planned in two steps: As first step we chose a method that would 
lead to quantitative data, a self assessment on innovation. Based on the results of the self 
assessment we chose the qualitative interview as the second method to get a deeper 
understanding of the relevant issues.  
5.2.1 Quantitative method – self assessment 
In cooperation with Mr. von Jagow I developed an innovation self assessment for Bad 
Schwartau. (see Appendix 3) ‘Self assessments cover all aspects of business processes, and 
consequently are cross-functional, emphasizing the overall organizational enablers and 
results of performance.’ (Caffyn, 1999) Therefore the self assessment seemed to be a good 
method to start the research. It has to be clarified that the self assessment is not an audit. 
‘Technically, it is not possible to audit one's self, and conversely, self-audits do not exist.’ 
(Karapetrovic & Willborn, 2001)  
5.2.1.1 Development of the self assessment sheet 
This self assessment tool is based on the five dimension innovation audit by Joe Tidd and 
John Bessant (2009). This evaluation sheet is a modified form of the innovation.  
How well do we manage innovation within the five dimensions of Strategy, Processes, 
Organisation, Linkages and Learning?  
The original self assessment document is a list of 40 statements which describe ‘the way we 
do things around here’, how the organization handles the question of innovation.’ (Tidd & 
Bessant, 2009, p. 601)  For each statement the participants have to give a score from             
1 (= not true at all) to 7 (= very true). 
Tidd and Bessant recommend a face to face meeting with the participants of the self-
assessment, in which the auditor explains the statements before the self assessing person 
gives the score. In this research I chose another approach to assess a high number of people 
with a limited effort. The approach here was to make best use of the resources offered by 
Bad Schwartau: the employee and their time.  
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The research was planned as a two step analysis:   
1. To gain the results of the assessment and analyze the quantitative data 
2. To use the gained knowledge from the self assessment for precise and efficient 
interviewing 
So I translated the self assessment to German, decreased the number of questions from 39 
to 25 and modified the statements so they would be more self-explained. (see Appendix 3)  
5.2.1.2 Procedure 
We selected 19 participants to join the self-assessment survey. These participants were 
chosen by the relevance of their job description related to the topic.  
The self assessment sheet was sent to the selected staff. They were asked to print out the 
document, give scores for the different statements, write down the name of the department 
and send it per house-post to my name. They were not asked to write down their names. I 
wanted to obviate that the participants worry a superior could see their self-assessment. 
This would have influenced the results. 
The response rate was 68%. Of the 19 evaluation sheets that have been send out, 13 came 
back. 
 
Table 1: Response rate of the self assessment evaluation sheet 
5.2.2 Qualitative method – qualitative interviewing 
Contrary to the self-assessment, ‘audits are never self, but independent of self. Self 
assessments by definition are examinations of one's own activities. Considering the term 
assessment to broadly represent any kind of evaluation, an audit is a special case of the 
assessment.’ (Karapetrovic & Willborn, 2001) If we talk about an audit, then the second part 
of the research, the interview, is the audit part - the interviewer in the role of the auditor. 
Self Assessment - Response rate
Marketing Production R&D Sales Purchase Personal IT Hero Group
send out 4 3 3 3 3 1 1 1
received  back 4 2 2 2 1 1 1 X
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The quality of an interview is based on the quality of the questions. ‘The ability to pose and 
ask the right questions is therefore a prerequisite for case study investigators. The desired 
result is for the investigator to create a rich dialogue with the evidence.’ (Yin, 2003, p. 59)  
Qualitative interviews may be used either as the primary strategy for data collection, or in 
conjunction with observation, document analysis, or other techniques (Bogdan and Biklen, 
1982). In the Bad Schwartau case it is used in conjunction with the before mentioned self-
assessment.   
Related to Patton (1990) there are three different types of qualitative interviewing: 
1. Informal conversational interviews 
2. Semi-structured interviews 
3. Standardized, open-ended interviews 
For this case I chose the second type, the semi structured interview. In semi-structured 
interviews the interviewer is free to probe and explore within predetermined inquiry areas. 
(Sanders, Laporte, 1997)   
Yin (2003) states that the interview has to (a) follow the line of inquiry, as reflected in the 
case study protocol (in the Bad Schwartau case these are the five dimension of innovation) 
and (b) to ask actual (conversational) questions in unbiased manner. Tentative answers 
immediately lead to new questions and this leads the investigator to the real causes.  
5.2.2.1 Development of the interview guide 
Interview guides ensure good use of limited interview time; they make interviewing more 
systematic and comprehensive; and they help to keep to keep the focus. Interview guides 
can be modified over time to focus attention on areas of particular importance, or to 
exclude questions the researcher has found to be unproductive for the goals of the research 
(Lofland and Lofland, 1984). 
The interviews build upon the self assessment and therefore the structure of the interview 
guide followed the structure of the 5 dimensions. Apart from that, the questionnaire 
differed between the interviewee. Each interview focused on department related issues to 
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discover the relevant information. The questions were a guideline but not a fixed boundary. 
The interviews were flexible – semi structured.  
Also important for the interview guide are the types of question. With reference to Merriam 
(2009) I focused on the following types: 
1. Experience and behavior questions – to discover experiences which have been made by 
the interviewee: Explain me how that innovation process works? How do you select 
ideas? 
2. Knowledge question – discover the actual knowledge of a person. This is very relevant 
to compare existing knowledge between departments about e.g. strategy: What is the 
vision of Bad Schwartau? 
3. Opinion and value questions – to discover a person’s believes: What could be 
improved? How do you think an online tool for idea selection could be helpful?  
4. Sensory questions – these questions are similar to the experience and behavior 
questions but are used to get a more detailed understanding and deeper knowledge 
about something. This question type was often used spontaneously to get a better 
understanding of a new finding: Could you explain this in more depth? 
5.2.2.2 Procedure 
Mr. von Jagow, defined 6 key individuals who might (a) be willing to participate and (b) have 
the right position and perspective: 
- Marketing – Product Manager, Head of Department 
- Sales – Business Development private labels 
- R&D (Research and Development) – Head of Department 
- Production – Technical Engineer 
- HR (Human Resource) – Head of Department 
- Group strategy (Hero Group) – Strategy manager  
The interviews took between 40 and 80 minutes. To avoid any irritation I consciously did not 
make recordings. I took notes during the interview and subsequently wrote a summary of 
the conversation.  
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5.2.2.3 Interview evaluation method 
The overall interview data analysis begins by identifying segments in the data set that is 
responsive to the research question. To do so I employed the ‘step-by-step progress of 
analysis’ research method (Merriam, 2009, pp. 178-193).   
Category construction: I started with an analytical coding. Coding is the process of making 
notations next to bits of data that seems to be potentially relevant for answering the 
research question. (Merriam, 2009, p.179) These codes were brought together into groups. 
This assignment of codes into pieces of data is the beginning of the category construction.  
Sorting categories and data: The next step was to split the categories in main-categories and 
sub-categories. This was followed by the allocation of evidences (the details of the findings) 
to the categories. This could be quotations and parts of the field notes from the interviews. 
The construction of categories is highly inductive. It is necessary to cluster data units 
together that seem to go together and then ‘name’ the cluster - this is a category or theme 
or finding.  
During the interview survey, the inductive analysis goes hand in hand with a deductive 
analysis. The inductive interpretations (from the detail to the general) of each interview will 
be deductively proved in the following interviews. This is an ongoing process to identify and 
proof relevant findings during the survey. 
Naming the Categories: Merriam (2009) states that it is the most common situation that the 
investigator comes up with terms, concepts, and categories that reflect what he sees in the 
data.  
Devising categories is largely an intuitive process. Therefore I designed my own scheme and 
classification for the Bad Schwartau case. Merriam (2009) gives four helpful rules for process 
categorization: 
1. Be as sensitive to the data as possible 
2. Be exhaustive (enough categories to encompass all the relevant data) 
3. Be mutually exclusive (a relevant unit of data can be placed in only one category) 
4. Be conceptually congruent (all categories are at the same conceptual level) 
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Conceptualizing: Miles and Huberman (1994) describe this process as moving up ‘from the 
empirical trenches to a more conceptual overview of the landscape. (p.261) 
I created a table in which I inserted the major findings of each interview section (innovation 
dimension). The table separates the findings in strength and weaknesses of the innovative 
company, and deduces areas for improvements which are the base for the following 
chapter, the recommendations. 
5.2.3 Difficulties during the research 
Bad Schwartau is a medium sized company with only limited resources to support such a 
research. It needed some effort to get the needed participants for the self-assessment and 
the interviews. Some participating employee worried about the discreetness of the 
information they would give. That was a reason why I did not make a recording of the 
interviews. 
It was challenging to stick with the topic and not drift away. With the interview research 
method it is possible to gain but also to miss out a lot of information. The most interesting 
issues for the investigator are not necessarily the topics the interviewee likes to talk most 
about.  
5.2.4 Critical consideration of the chosen methods 
In general the case study is a strong approach and offers a means of investigating complex 
social units consisting of multiple variables of potential importance in understanding the 
phenomenon. (Merriam, 2009, p.50) it can be said that qualitative case studies and their 
chosen methods are limited by the sensitivity and integrity of the investigator.  Furthermore 
the subjectivity of the researcher does lead to bias. (Merriam, 2009, p.53)  
5.2.4.1 Self assessment 
‘In the workplace, flawed self-assessments arise all the way up the corporate ladder.’ 
(Dubbing, Heath, Suls, 2004). Employees tend to overestimate their skills; that makes it 
difficult to give meaningful feedback. Other people's predictions of a person's outcomes 
prove more accurate than that person's self-predictions. 
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A self-assessment without a personal instruction bears the risk that statements given in the 
sheets are misinterpreted or not understood.  
Moreover some participants give generally higher marks for the statements than others. This 
is related to the pure human nature: There people with an overall positive attitude and there 
are people with an overall more negative or careful attitude and there are people with an 
attitude that is in between these extremes but they might have a good or a bad day. 
Moreover people have a different experience and knowledge background.  
All these issues have an impact on the results, and therefore any appraisal based on the self-
assessment analysis has to be seen with reservation. 
5.2.4.2 Interview 
Much of the critique of current qualitative research is to the point: it may be sloppily carried 
out and yield trivial results. 
‘Cannot the interview findings be due to leading questions from the interviewer?’ There are 




One qualitative limitation of the interview as a qualitative research method is the human 
nature. Humans have their individual feelings and attitudes which lead to different 
estimations and answers in the interview. These estimations and interpretations are then 
estimated and interpreted by the investigator. The investigator is also human nature with all 
its bias and attitudes. Some interviewees he might like more or he finds them easier to 
understand. Total objectivity is impossible. 
All these factors implicate one thing. A qualitative interview as a qualitative research method 
has to be made carefully in consideration of its weaknesses. It strongly depends on the 
capability of the interviewer.  
Not only the interview but also the analysis is of major importance for the success of the 
survey. In this case study I showed a method to systematize the qualitative data gained in 
the interviews.  
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 If the interviewer has the necessary skills – it is a strong tool to achieve valuable knowledge 
and insights that could hardly be discovered by any quantitative research method. Especially 
in the Bad Schwartau case is was a very successful method to get a quick understanding over 




















6 Results of the self assessment 
The gathered data has to be interpreted very carefully. The results should give a first 
indication, which areas should be preferential considered in the further research? I looked at 
the gathered data from two different perspectives: (a) the total company and (b) by 
department. Two values were of major interest for the investigation: (a) the five dimension 
average score and (b) the single questions score. 
6.1 Interpretation of the five dimension average score – total 
organization  
Each question relates to one of the before mentioned 5 innovative areas (Strategy, 
Processes, Organization, Linkages and Learning); respectively 5 questions relate to one area.  
In the first step an average result for each dimension has been calculated, based on all the 
complete returns of the self-assessments. (see Table 2) 
 
Table 2: Total results of the five dimension innovation self- assessment 
The results give us a simple ranking how the participants overall rank the innovation 
dimensions within the company (ranked from most innovative downwards): 
Total:
Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score
1 4,8462 2 3,6923 3 5,7692 4 4,7083 5 2,6154
6 2,6538 7 4 8 5,3077 9 2,875 10 2,7692
11 3,9583 12 2,8333 13 2,9167 14 3,875 15 4,25
16 3,6667 17 5,25 18 6,0769 19 4,6 20 3,4167
21 2,9615 22 3,3333 23 2,3333 24 4,6923 25 3,2308
Total 18,087 19,109 22,404 20,751 16,282
/ by 5
Score 3,6173 3,8218 4,4808 4,1501 3,2564
LearningsStrategy Processes Organisation Linkages
 
Table 3: Innovation ranking of the dimensions based on the self
For a better visualization, these are the results shown in a pentagon diagram:
Figure 6: The 4-dimension of innovation Pentagon
Based on the results, the focus of the further research should be on 
and ‘Processes’. This is where the main issues should be found. 
6.1.1.1 Individual questions to look at
The red boxes in table 1 show the questions that got an overall score below 3. This is already 
a more specific interpretation of what areas should be considered in more depth. There are 





























Table 4: Statements with scores below 3 
6.2 Interpretation of the five dimension average score – by 
department 
It was of further interest to consider the results by departments: How different did the 
departments assess themselves? It is advisable to consider, whether the role of innovation 
differs between the departments or if it is similar and consistent throughout the 
organization.  
It turned out that there was a consistency between the departments related to the overall 
ranking of the 5 dimensions. (see Appendix 3). All departments ranked the ‘organization’ as 
the strongest dimension and the ‘learning’ as the weakest. Between these were slightly 
differences whether if ‘processes’ or ‘strategy’ is a little better ranked than the other (E.g. 
the F&E department gives ‘strategy’ a better score that ‘processes’). Further it has to be said 
that the R&D department gave overall higher scores than for example the marketing 
department.  
The results based on individual questions have been used as a further base to create the 
questioners for the different interviews.  
No Statement Dimension
5.




The innovation strategy is clearly communicated and everybody knows about 
the goals targeted development
Strategy
9. We have anticipated our lead users Linkages
10. We take the time for project reviews Learnings
12.
We have effective mechanisms that make sure, that every employee 
understands the needs of the customers
Processes
13.
We systematically integrate the employees in the idea fining process for the 
improvement of products and processes
Organization
21.
Our board has a shared vision, how the company will develop through 
innovation
Strategy
23. Our benefit and reward system encourages innovation Organization
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6.2.1 Limitations of the method 
But it is important to see the limitations of these assessment results. They give only 
indications; show a direction for a further research. It gives no explanations and should not 




















7 Results of the qualitative interview research 
In this chapter, the content of all interviews has been categorized and the major findings 
have been listed at the end of each section (dimension). 
7.1 Strategy 
Innovation is future oriented. To understand what kind of innovation the company needs for 
the future we need to know in which areas the company should develop – what is the future 
strategy of Bad Schwartau? Does the company have a strategy for innovation? Should the 
company focus on radical or incremental innovation? 
7.1.1 Competencies 
There is a fundamental agreement about the core competency of the company referred to 
knowledge:  
Fruit competence: The fruit competence can be described as product knowledge, the know-
how about the basic materials and the recipes. The jam makes more than 47% of the 
company’s turnover. Bad Schwartau uses this knowledge to innovate and develop new 
products.  
Besides the fruit competence there has been another competency mentioned solely by the 
marketing department: 
Cereal competence: A further product knowledge that bases on the cereal bar – ‘Corny’. 
7.1.1.1 Innovation 
The company has a capability to recognize early opportunities. It sees what the competitors 
are doing and is then faster in the conversion of a new idea into a marketable product. This 
‘idea to market’ capability is a competitive advantage.  
The last huge innovation projects were 2005, when ‘Fruit 2Day’, ‘Samt’ were launched, 2006, 
when the new R&D center was inaugurated and 2007, when ‘Frutissima’ and ‘PurPur’ were 
launched. After 2007 until 2010, no big innovation projects happened within Bad Schwartau. 
The ‘Gluten free product range’ and ‘Coffee flavor syrup’ which sahall be launched by the end 




All interview partners share the opinion who their main competitors are. The company faces 
two different competitor types: Other traditional brands and private labels. (chap. 3.2.2, 
competitors) 
The private labels force the traditional brands to speed up their product innovation and 
development processes. The traditional brands need to justify their higher product prices. To 
succeed in its core markets, Bad Schwartau constantly has to (a) stretch each product group 
(e. g. variety of flavor for jam or cereal bars) and (b) develop new product segments (e.g. 
Samt or Frutissima).  
7.1.2.1 Positioning 
Product diversification: In the whole company, Bad Schwartau is seen as innovation driver 
within its traditional core market - the jam market. That is the key to its business success as a 
premium brand and how the company can defend the market leadership. 
Quality as a differentiator: Only the production department and the R&D department see 
constant and sustainable quality as a core differentiator. This is interesting as both 
departments belong to in-house operations and can be described as ‘internal’ departments.  
The ‘external’ departments which operations are related to the external market 
environment, such as sales or marketing, see quality as no differentiator anymore. These 
departments see high quality as an established standard that all jam product brands have to 
meet. 
7.1.3  Strategic focus 
No common strategic focus: All interview partners responded that there is no long-run 
future strategy (3-5 years) which has been communicated. When I asked for the future 
perspectives I received diverse estimations about the future perspectives of Bad Schwartau. 
After the sale of the B&D (bakery & décor), it is discussed specifically by the ‘external’ 
departments that the cereal bar business (Corny) could be the next product division that will 
be sold. These assumptions and fears were confirmed in an interview with Mr. Schwegmann, 
strategy manager of the Hero group, who questioned if the ‘Corny’ cereal bar brand fits in an 
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integrated Hero group strategy. He sees the future of Bad Schwartau in the expansion of the 
jam business and a strategic focus on fruit competence. 
No clear communication: Communication seems to be a core problem. Speculation and 
roomers dominate the view on strategy within the company. The employees want a clear 
future strategy but it is not communicated so far. Instead there is an atmosphere of 
secretiveness. Strategic plans are only communicated in the last minute, right before it 
comes to actions.  
Contradiction of short-term versus long-term goals: The operations follow quantitative 
goals, related to turnover and profit. There is a contradiction between short-term 
turnover/revenue expectations against long-term business planning. Exemplary for this are 
the before mentioned new product developments; gluten-free and coffee flavor syrup. 
These are innovations without any strategic intent and focus. This might have been good in 
the past, but the company is facing a new situation, the integration in the Hero group. 
High costs: It is clear that cost leadership is not a strategy option. It is important for Bad 
Schwartau to keep a costly flexibility of their production capacity; to cut the production costs 
would contradict with the demand for flexibility towards the retailers, to produce and 
deliver short-termed. 
7.1.3.1 Future perspectives 
The core problem: Future positioning: The markets of Bad Schwartau’s core products (jams 
and cereal bars) show no growth potential in the home markets. The smoothies market was 
seen as a possible future opportunity, but has not developed as expected - the total market 
is shrinking since 2008. An increasing competition in Bad Schwartau’s core product 
categories, jam and cereals, leads to the question, what can Bad Schwartau produce what 
the supermarkets are unable to copy? With reference to the Hero group, this is baby 
grocery. Consumers are very quality sensitive when it comes to baby grocery. This is a good 
market to build specific competencies and develop a brand that justifies higher prices 
compared to private labels. All big food companies focus on the factor health to compete 
against the supermarket chains and their aggressive private label strategies.  
So how should Bad Schwartau compete? How should the company be positioned to 
compete in the future? – What options do the core competencies give?   
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7.1.3.2 Business opportunities 
Superstar: It is seen, that the company has to stabilize their market leadership position as 
jam brand. But besides that, on what business opportunities should the company focus on?  
Specialist supplier: There is a controversial discussion ongoing within Bad Schwartau, 
whether the company should work as a ‘specialist supplier’ for private label brands or if the 
company should stick to the own Bad Schwartau brand. It is a conflict between tradition and 
future. The traditionalists in the company are afraid that this would damage the image of the 
brand and decrease the company’s self determination. But after years of blockade the 
company now starts to open for supply cooperation with private labels. 
Diversification versus specialization: A further controversial discussion is about whether Bad 
Schwartau should diversify or just specialize? The latest product innovations, coffee flavor 
syrup and gluten-free products follow a diversification strategy. Both are products for a 
niche market. But there is no relation to a future strategy; the company has to make money 
– now.  But the exploitation of market niches has its limitations. 
The idea to strengthen another business division than the jam division does not find real 
belief within Bad Schwartau. Against all expectations, the ‘smoothies’-market is shrinking 
and there is no believe that the ‘Corny’ cereal bar and the knowledge related to this product 
could lead to product innovation that would at least compensate the lost income of the sold 
B&D (bakery and decoration) division.   
It is not clearly understood, why the company is selling its B&D business on the one side and 
on the other side starting with niche products that do not relate to its self proclaimed 
competencies. So even the marketing department is not sure in which direction the product 
innovation and development should go.  
Regional expansion: One opportunity that has only been mention by the strategy 
management of the Hero group, Mr. Schwegmann, might be regional expansion. This could 
be the acquisition of brand manufacturers in new markets and use these brands to launch 
Bad Schwartau products in these markets.  
 
This means a 2 way market development strategy:  
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1. Challenge with new incremental product innovation based on Bad Schwartau’s fruit 
competence 
2. Focus on the premium brand  
7.1.3.3 Bad Schwartau brand 
Limitations of brand stretching: Referred to the marketing director, until today the Bad 
Schwartau brand is recognized for three core values: Family, quality and security. 
Generations have grown up with the brand and trust it.  
But referred to Mr. Schwegmann, it has to be kept in mind that the Bad Schwartau brand has 
only a value for sweet fruit flavor products – it is a synonym for jam. The brand is not seen as 
very dilative. That is why the new product segment gluten-free is not branded with Bad 
Schwartau. It will be sold under the Swedish brand name ‘Semper’, a baby food producer 
(belongs to the Hero group) that is not well known in the German markets so far. 
Another example will explain the limitations of brand stretching: As mentioned in chapter 
7.1.1 (core competencies), some employees see a cereal competence, 
based on the cereal bar ‘Corny’. In 2005 the company tried to stretch the 
‘Corny’ brand with a new product innovation, ‘Corny KnusBits’ (see 
picture), little cereal balls in a box – a snack. Bad Schwartau tried to 
market and developed the product for 3 years, without success. Finally 
they took it of the market. It can of course be discussed if the product 
itself was good or not but fact is that ‘Corny’ is related to cereals bars, only cereal bars. The 
failure is internally seen as learning.  
Decreasing brand loyalty: Specifically the ‘external’ departments see the need for a ‘new 
staging’ of the brand. ‘Every generation has the right to grow with its own brand.’ The young 
people change their attitudes to private label products and have fewer constraints to buy 
them than the elder generations.  The brand loyalty is decreasing. It is difficult for the 
traditional brands to justify higher prices.  
7.1.4 Hero-Group 
Maximal local focus: Since the foundation of the Hero group in 2002, the groups’ maxim was 
to follow a maximal local focus. This was based on the principle that this leads to the best 
customer relationship; a maximal customer focus.  
 
Infant nutrition and fruit: This is underlined by a Hero board message to the financial 
statement 2009 by the supervisory chairman Dr. Arend Oetker: ‘
continue to increase our investments in those product categories 
– in which we are international leaders and on developing new regions in which the growth 
dynamics are stronger and upside potential greater.’
Infant nutrition and fruit – this is a clear direction. So far Bad Schwartau does not follow this 
direction.  
Matrix organization: The organization of the Hero group is currently under development. 
The focus goes away from the local 
The matrix organization will lead to higher influence of the Hero group on the strategy and 
business operations of the companies belonging to the group. 
‘economy of scale, by providing the o
effective way of ensuring efficient deployment.’ 
But even though the matrix-organization is under development, no one from the Schwartau 
organization could tell what the ‘
to the before quoted statement 
organization will have a high impact on Bad Schwa
Hero group - matrix organization:
Figure 7: Matrix organization of the Hero g
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But it has to be mentioned here that the matrix organization form also poses some risks: 
They lie in the confusion it creates, its propensity to foster power struggles, and the stress it 
places on individual. (Davis, 1978) More people are involved in decision making and that can 
be a disadvantage for an entrepreneurial culture. It is important to concentrate and work on 
the real benefits of the Matrix.  
7.1.5 Core findings 
We use the classical SWOT method to differentiate the findings for the strategy dimension: 
Strength 
→ Agreement on competencies  
→ Speed of ‘Idea to market’  
 
Weaknesses 
→ Unclear strategic focus  
• Diversification versus 
specialization  
→ High costs  
→ Unclear future positioning  
→ Lack of strategy communication  
→ Strategic integration into the Hero 
group 
Opportunities 
→ Stretching the variety within 
traditional product groups  
→ Target different customer segments 
within the premium price segment in 
core markets  
→ Regional expansion (Challenge and 
focus on premium price)  
→ Orientation through Hero strategy - 
Maximum local focus & focus on 
infant nutrition and fruit  
→ Synergies through the Hero Matrix 
organization  
Threats 
→ Competition by private labels  
→ Product diversification  
→ Quality not differentiator anymore  
→ Sale of the B&D division  
→ Decreasing brand loyalty  
→ Contradiction of short-term and long-
term goals  
→ Traditionalists as a development 
brake  
 
Areas for Improvement 
→ Strategic integration into the Hero group: The future of the company is related to 
the future of the Hero group (aligned strategy) 
→ Positioning: Based on the Hero strategy, the company will have to focus on its core 
competence, its fruit competence 
→ Specialist supplier as additional business opportunity  
→ Challenge the competition with incremental innovation (target new segments) 




It has been discovered that Bad Schwartau is operating in a changing market environment. It 
is now important to analyze to what extent the company is able to learn as an organization 
to adapt to a changing environment.  
7.2.1 Documentation 
The knowledge and experience documentation and transfer is very dynamic at Bad 
Schwartau. This is related to the company size and the speed of its operations. Knowledge is 
often passed on by simple personal contact, what makes the ‘people’ very important and 
valuable for the company.  
The company uses a SAP enterprise resource planning system. This SAP is also used for 
archiving. Documentation and archiving plays mainly a role in the R&D and production 
department.  
7.2.2 Sources for learning 
Specialized media: Bad Schwartau uses established specialized magazines such as the 
‘Lebensmittel Zeitung’ (food newspaper) to keep the employees informed. Additional to that 
the employees use the internet to gain market news and information. 
External social business networking: Unconventional social events are seen as a good base 
for learning. Employees from all departments said they would meet and exchange business 
experiences with people from other companies or industries. It is seen as helpful to talk 
about problems in an external environment and with some distance.  
Coaching & training: So far the company does not make use of external coaching or training. 
This has been internally mentioned as a problem. The sales department had a 2 day 
workshop to create new ideas. The workshop was seen as a success but they were not able 
to generate really results out of it.  
Knowledge by recruitment: To headhunt people directly from other companies has not 
been really successful for Bad Schwartau. In the past the company had hired people from 
well known brand names, such as Beiersdorf (NIVEA brand). The goal was to gain 
professional knowledge from bigger players. But it was never successful – mostly, because 
they underestimated the workload that they would have to expect at Bad Schwartau. The 
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size of the company bundles the responsibilities and tasks. They were unable to adapt to the 
entrepreneurial culture of the company. It was said by the head of HR, that new potential 
candidates are spoiled for Bad Schwartau when they come from a large company and have 
worked there for more than 3 years.  
In-house careers: Because of these experiences the company staffs vacant leadership 
positions preferably with internal candidates who know about the company and its culture. 
7.2.3 Benchmarking 
Comparing: During the interviews the dialogue partners would often refer to other 
companies to describe and explain relevant issues. Comparisons were made with Smucker’s, 
the leading jam producer in the United States. The Milka chocolate brand was mentioned 
and its failure when trying to market a chocolate bar. The Snickers was described as a good 
example how a product could continuously regenerate. And the Teekanne brand was 
discussed as an example, what a company was able to develop out of a simple product such 
as tea. 
Competitor observation: Bad Schwartau has been defined as a market reader (chap. 4.1.3, 
innovation strategies); but this observation focus relates primarily to product innovation and 
not to process innovation. How useful it could also be for process innovation shows the 
following example of competitor observation: 
Recently Bad Schwartau has sold its B&D (bakery & décor) division to the Dr. Oetker Holding. 
When the division was taken over, the responsible product manager of Bad Schwartau went 
to Oetker to hand over the operations and responsibilities for the division to the new owner. 
At Oetker, the Bad Schwartau product manager looked at several processes, similar to those 
at Bad Schwartau. Some of the processes at Oetker, such as the administration of article 
numbers, were recognized as much more efficient. This led to ideas for process 
improvements which are now implemented at Bad Schwartau – that is learning through 
observation! These insights into another company are, of course, an exception. But it shows 
how much learning potential lies in observation and benchmarking.  
7.2.4 Hero group synergies 
Lack of synergies: The Hero group exists of 17 different brands. Behind every brand is a 
company with its organization. Based on the past Hero maxim, maximal regional autonomy 
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and focus, the learning between the different companies of the Hero (from each other) was 
not systematized and thereof was very limited. It is an obvious question, that there should 
be a way to create synergies between the different companies of the Hero group – a group 
wide learning system. 
Hero matrix organization: The planned Hero matrix organization bears obvious possibilities 
how the different companies of the group could share their experiences. So far the matrix is 
planned for a marketing approach to get a better exchange of product knowledge and 
marketing strategies. One example how that can look like is the ‘Samt’ jam. It was originally 
developed by Hero in Switzerland they could not market it successfully. Bad Schwartau took 
over that product idea and launched it under the Schwartau brand in the German market – 
with a great success. Based on these experiences, Hero successfully relaunched the product 
in the Swiss market.  
7.2.5 Human resource development 
The HR development is consciously separated in two areas, the central and decentralized HR 
development: 
The central HR development: There is a former Bad Schwartau employee who now works as 
a trainer for the company. He trains the staff in standard computer software, such as 
windows office applications. Additional to that, Business English is offered. 
 
The decentralized HR development: This is based on a direct agreement between the 
individual employee and his superior. When an employee feels the need for training, he has 
to clarify that with his superior.  
But this ‘pull’ system does not really work as seen in the following example: The marketing 
director of Bad Schwartau asked his staff what kind of training they would like. They should 
give back the feedback within three days. None of them replied. What is the problem?  
On the one hand the lack of HR development was criticized in all the interviews. On the 
other hand when asked, the employees won’t tell what kind development or training they 
need. This contradiction is related to culture – there is no learning culture. The company 
should rethink the approach: How should Bad Schwartau development the employees for its 




Creativity tools: They have no really meaning within Bad Schwartau. There are no shared 
techniques and methods that are commonly used.  
 
Sustainable development: Besides the software trainer who was a former employee, there 
is no constant relationship to any coaches or trainer. Bad Schwartau is constantly changing 
these organizations.  
7.2.6 Core findings 
Strength 
→  SAP 
→ Social business networking 
→ In-house careers 




→ Old and time consuming 
administration processes 
→ No coaching  
→ Difficult integration for external new 
staff 
→ Poor HR development 
→ Knowledge is with the people, 
leaving staff 
Areas for Improvement 
→ Improve the old administration processes 
→ Integrate coaching  & training 
→ Benchmark with competitors for process innovation 
→ Create more synergies from Hero group 
→ Hero Matrix organization 
→ HR development that stimulates innovation 
Table 6: Findings for the learning dimension 
7.3 Processes 
To produce coffee flavor syrup was an idea that the CEO of Bad Schwartau had in his 
holidays in the United States. He saw that product in a supermarket during his US holidays. 
The second product innovation that will be launched soon is the gluten-free product range. 
It is not a question here, whether these innovations fit in the product strategy or not. What 
should be discovered here is the way, the processes that led to these innovations. 
What processes does Bad Schwartau have to stimulate innovation? Is there a system in place 




Where do the ideas come from? 
7.3.1.1 Market observation 
Competitor website: The marketing department of Bad Schwartau costantly observes its 
competitors for new innovations. This is internally called ‘competitor tracking’. Every 
member of the marketing department gets a certain amount of competitor websites which 
he has to scan for new trends, new products and new promotions. 
Local supermarkets: A constant observation of the local supermarkets is seen as the best 
way to see, what the private labels and other competing brands are doing.  
Foreign markets: The coffee flavor product innovation is a product copy. There are many 
ideas to be found in foreign markets. Bad Schwartau uses the internet and specialized media 
to discover these idea potentials. 
Customer observation: The gluten-free product innovation relates to a specific group of 
people who are affected by gluten intolerance. There are forums and blogs in the internet in 
which those people discuss these issues. Some are more affected by the intolerance than 
others. Affected people have to arrange their nutrition around this problem. There are 
organized groups of those people. They discuss questions around this problem. Such groups 
can be a creativity pool for the company and its new product range. What do these people 
want, what is not available yet? Bad Schwartau has talked to such a group during the 
development of the new product range. But it is not planned to keep a regular contact. 
Become a need seeker: For its core products, jam and cereal bar, the company has not 
defined any lead-users. In general, the differentiation of the customers into different 
segments is limited. Bad Schwartau should improve the customer segmentation and develop 
more segment specific products.  
7.3.1.2 Hero group 
Matrix organization: The Hero group has become a factor in the scanning process. The 
recently designed Matrix organization should create synergies between the different brands 
in terms of both process and product innovation. One result of this group synergy is ‘Samt’ 
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jam. This jam was developed by Hero in Switzerland. But Hero could not market it 
successfully. Schwartau took this product innovation and marketed it successfully.  
7.3.1.3 Collecting Ideas  
No systematized idea collecting and evaluation: Bad Schwartau has approximately 800 
employees. These entire 800 employees possess creativity potential: They have ideas. But an 
idea is worthless as long as it won’t be evaluated, if it is a good or a bad. If the idea goes 
beyond once own area of responsibility and operations it can’t be evaluated without sharing. 
To share ideas, they need to be collected somewhere.  
Innovation belongs to marketing: At Bad Schwartau the view on innovation is not 
diversified. It is related to product innovation and this comes from the marketing 
department. There is no common system or approach to collect ideas neither for product, 
nor for process innovation. 
In the past they used to have a system in the marketing department, called the ‘Monday 
Idea’. Every Monday, each staff of the marketing department had to present one PPT-slide 
(Powerpoint) with an idea for a promotion to the marketing director. The staff did not like it, 
but at least something happened. 
Lack of motivatiors for innovation: To get ideas is also a question of motivation; ideas and 
innovation bring no benefit to the individual. This has been criticized in all interviews. Why is 
it the CEO (former marketing director) who has the new product idea for coffee flavor in his 
holidays in the United States? Why should not the other 800 employees of Bad Schwartau 
have good ideas how to innovate the products and processes? There is lots of room for 
improvement. 
7.3.1.4 Problem solving approach 
No dedicated problem solving management: Innovation is always a solution of a problem. It 
can be said that the starting point of an innovation is a problem. How does Bad Schwartau 
manage problems? The company has no specific processes or systems in place to collect 
problems and find a systematic solution.  
Collecting problems: One solution approach was given in the interview with the production 
department. It refers to an example that happened in a company in Poland. In that company, 
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all employees were asked to mark all problematic areas and issues in the production 
facilities with a red card on which they had to explain the problem. After 2 days, the cards 
were collected and a problem list was made. These problems were then systematically 
solved.  
A collection should be followed by a separation in daily and long term problems. Having 
done that, solutions can be developed. 
A good problem solving system is a good approach to face the reality; problems can’t be just 
swept under the carpet.  
7.3.2 Selection 
No systematically selection: A system for idea selection does not exist. If an ideas finds 
support or not depends highly on the immediate benefit of the idea. Speed of operations 
and therefore a steady pressure do not allow ideas to slowly develop. If an idea is good and 
can be realized immediately, it will be chosen – if it needs to develop before it can be 
realized, it will have a hard time to develop. An example comes from the HR department 
where a systematic idea collection tool is planned since 2 years. But the selection tool itself 
is an idea that needs to be developed and this does not happen. To select an idea and 
approve it gives the idea a status and that can be a development push. It is the starting point 
of successful projects. 
7.3.2.1 Research and development 
Speed of R&D: The marketing department and the R&D department at Bad Schwartau work 
very close together. Besides the development of new recipes, a constantly quality control is 
one of the departments elementary tasks. Once a new flavor for jam or for a new cereal bar 
is suggested, it is the creativity of the R&D department that leads to the final product. The 
R&D department has internally a very good reputation. They have a major impact on the 
speed of the ‘idea to market’ that characterizes the company. 
7.3.3 Implementation 
Good in implementation: Bad Schwartau is very good in the implementation of new 
innovations. This shows the example of ‘Samt’. Bad Schwartau was able to market this 
product successfully, contrary to the inventor of the product, Hero, who failed to market it. 
This can be related to the entrepreneurial capabilities of Bad Schwartau. 
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Improvement of coordination: Once some prototype jam recipes have been created, it is 
the marketing department who has to prove and test the new flavor referring to its 
marketability. 
The communication during the implementation stage has been seen critical by the sales 
department. They want to be involved at an earlier stage in a new product development to 
make sure that the new product development and design fits the sales requirements.  
Barriers through tradition: Bad Schwartau is quick in the implementation of innovations, as 
long as they fit to the company traditions. When innovation needs to overcome the 
traditionalists within the company it can get difficult. This is the case referred to Bad 
Schwartau’s integration in the Hero group or the development of the ‘specialist supplier’ 
business.  
7.3.4 Capturing 
The company is good in capturing value from product innovation. It constantly improves its 
products and promotion activities to justify the premium price. That is one reason, why Bad 
Schwartau has a very good reputation within the retail. The value capturing for the 
improvement of new processes needs to be developed.   
7.3.5 Time and Resource planning 
Lack of time: Time is for sure a major problem that has been mentioned as critical factor in 
all the interviews. Bad Schwartau’s employees face a tight daily workload and say that there 
is not enough time for creativity. Especially in the marketing department, from where 
creativity should be expected, this has been strongly criticized.  
Wrong allocation of processes: Too many administration processes have to be handled and 
managed by staff that should, by position and title, bring more creative input to the 
company. Here we do not face only a process problem but once more a cultural problem. It 
is seen as clear that many processes are managed by the marketing department that could / 
should be managed by other departments. For a simple reason – lack of trust!  
Creation of work algorithms: A lack of standardization (algorithms) of processes leads to a 
high degree of administrative effort. That takes time and costs creativity potential.  
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What has to change so that the people have more time to be creative? Can Bad Schwartau 
turn processes in algorithms? Can processes be reallocated? 
7.3.6 Core findings 
Strength 
→ Good market reader 
→ Competitor observation 
→ Local supermarket observation 
→ Foreign market observation 
→ Speed of R&D 
→ Speed of implementation 




→ Lack of costumer observation 
→ No systematized idea collection and 
evaluation 
→ Innovation is seen as marketing task 
→ Motivation and Motivators for 
Innovation 
→ No systematically selection processes 
→ Barriers through tradition 
→ Lack of time 
→ Time consuming processes  
→ No problem management 
 
Areas for Improvement 
→ Become a need seeker 
→ Matrix organization 
→ Improve the customer segmentation 
→ Create motivators for innovation 
→ Implement Processes: Idea collection, selection, 
implementation 
→ Improve the processes to… 
→ … win time for creativity 
→ Implement problem management 
Table 7: Findings for the process dimension 
7.4 Organization 
Try and error: Within Bad Schwartau, the organization is seen as one of the major strength 
of the company. It supports an entrepreneurial approach of ‘try and error’; when an 
employee has an idea, he can develop it, the company generally supports entrepreneurial 
activities. But to develop an idea takes extra time and time is a limited factor. (cap. 7.3.5, 
Time & resource planning) 
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7.4.1 Vision & Values 
No vision statement: No of the interviewees could tell what the vision of the company is or 
what specific values it stands for. But all would agree that a vision is something that is really 
needed. The current CEO of Bad Schwartau likes to use a quotation of the former German 
chancellor, Helmut Schmidt, to describe his attitude towards a vision: ‘A vision? – I don’t 
know this disease’.  
A vision for Bad Schwartau would base on two factors: The first factor is the long term focus 
of the Hero-holding and the second factor is the long term focus of the company itself.      
In the circular letter to the financial statement of 2009, Stefan F. Heydenreich, the CEO of 
the Hero-holding, writes to the employees about a “shared vision” … but there is no clear 
vision statement to be found – not in the interviews, not in documents or on the website. 
Hero values: Bad Schwartau itself has no declared company values. But there are declared 
values of the Hero group: (explanation: see Appendix 5, Hero Values)   
1. Entrepreneurship – is the driver of our business 
2. Speed – is our greatest competitive weapon 
3. Empowerment – gives us the freedom to act 
4. Change – is the key for winning today and in the future 
5. Family – is the foundation of our success 
 
In a workshop for Hero’s future executive staff in March 2010 in Bad Schwartau. None of the 
meeting participants knew the Hero values.  
Problems with Change: Based on the interview research it can be said that all values, if 
known or not, are elements of the company culture - except the 4
th
 value: Change! It is not 
adequate understood, what is changing, nor how this change should happen. 
7.4.2 Structure 
Departmentalized structure: Bad Schwartau has a departmentalized organizational 
structure. Departmentalized because the operations of the company are allocated to 
separate departments. But all divisions are located on the same premises, what makes the 
organization very dynamic because the employees can easily meet and see each other. The 
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decision making is traditionally centralized. But yet, each department possesses over a high 
degree of self-determination. In 2007 the company renovated its office buildings, which are 
now modern, open and inspiring. 
7.4.2.1 Communication 
Dynamic communication on operational level: The communication channels for daily 
business operations and projects are short and direct. There is no strict hierarchical 
communication structure. To move things forward people can communicate directly without 
any gatekeepers. The size of the company allows a personal atmosphere. On an operational 
level, the employees know each other and each other’s responsibilities and this leads to a 
good coordination and cooperation between the departments. 
No common information platform (intranet / newsletter): Bad Schwartau has no dedicated 
communication channel for company news. There is no intranet or a newsletter that gives a 
structured and regular company and market overview. 
The communication on a strategic level has to be improved (chap. 7.1.3, strategic focus). 
Every 2 month a report from the management board goes to the second level of 
management (head of division). But it was said that the information which is given in this 
reports does not go further, deeper in the organization, to the lower levels of operation.  
Twice a year there is an employee meeting where the managing board speaks directly to the 
employees. 
7.4.2.2 Implementation capability 
Speed of implementation: The organisation encourages speed in implementation of 
especially incremental product and promotion innovations. This is a major competitive 
advantage of the company. Bad Schwartau aims to be innovative and fast. The organization 
does fulfill this requirement. (chap. 7.3.3, implementation) 
7.4.2.3 Project management 
Good in project management: As premium market leader, Bad Schwartau needs to 
continuously develop sales incentives, promotions. In addition the company had to become 
more agile in terms of product innovation within the last 5 years. This requires successful 
project management and teamwork. The fact that Bad Schwartau is very good in 
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implementation is a proof for good project management. Surely improvements in structure 
and efficiency of project management can always be increased. 
7.4.3 Hero 
A sustainable integration into the Hero group will be a coming challenge for Bad Schwartau. 
(chap. 7.1.4, Hero group)  
7.4.4 Why Bad Schwartau as employer 
Besides the monetary benefits, there are 4 qualitative factors of motivation, why the people 
work for Bad Schwartau: 
1. Quality products 
2. Traditional family owned company (Dr Arent Oetker) 
3. Success of the brand 
4. Security of the workplace 
Tradition is a major factor, without being named, the old brand values of family, trust and 
security live in the company. The commitment and loyalty of the employees towards the 
company is high. Therefore change is a critical issue. For the very first time, Schwartau laid 
off 10 employees as a result of the sold B&D (bakery and décor) department. The staff 
reacted very irritated. Whatever change has to be managed with sensitivity, to keep the 
valuable loyalty.  
7.4.5 Core findings 
Strength 
→ Company culture meets Hero group 
values (except ‘ability for change’) 
→ Loyalty of the employees 
→ Good in project management 
→ Speed of implementation 
Weaknesses 
→ No company vision  
→ Limited capabilities for change 
Areas for Improvement 
→ Create a vision 
→ Communicate opportunities and chances of change 





Strong retail relations: Even though the private label brands of the retail have developed to 
Bad Schwartau’s main competitors, Bad Schwartau fosters a very good relationship to the 
retail. This trustful cooperation is of great importance and it is, very classical, based on 
human relationship – the key account management.  
7.5.2 Universities 
Linkage to universities: There is a linkage to 4 universities: Every year Bad Schwartau 
presents a marketing award to students of these universities. This award refers to a 
marketing project that has been created in cooperation between the company and the 
universities. This is a useful approach to find good interns and in 2 cases this led to an 
employment as junior product manager after the internship. The problem is the high effort 
that these activities need.  
7.5.3 Business to Business 
Additional B2B relations: Besides the retail business, Bad Schwartau is continuously looking 
for B2B business channels, such as the jam delivery for hotels, hospitals, airlines. But these 
are relatively small business niches. The money is not earned with these niche markets, it 
comes from the classical retail business. The scarce resources need to be used for those 
businesses that bring the turnover. 
7.5.4 Lead user 
No defined lead user groups: Bad Schwartau does not observe specific lead user groups. The 
company has identified customer segments. (chap. 7.3.1.1, market observation) 
7.5.5 Consulting 
Limited consulting: From time to time Bad Schwartau uses consulting for the development 
of the sales department. Besides that they don’t link to external knowledge through 
consulting services.  
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7.5.6 Hero group 
Hero group synergies: The linkages through the Hero group have a positive influence on Bad 
Schwartau. International and operational linkages that relate to the Hero group have been 
already described.  (chap. 7.1.4, Hero group) 
7.5.7 Core findings 
Strength 
→ Strong retail relations 
→ Linkages to universities 
→ Additional B2B relations 
Weaknesses 
→ No defined lead user groups 
 
 
Areas for Improvement 
→ Increase the customer observation intensity 
→ Take consulting as an option to support change management 
→ Synergies through Hero group 















The positioning in an increasing competitive market environment has been identified as Bad 
Schwartau’s core problem and challenge. Two factors are the problem causes:  
1. The challenge through private label competition  
2. The integration into the Hero group -  the visionary orientation as well as the 
strategic orientation, both is related to the goals of the Hero group 
This chapter will give recommendations what the company should do to develop its 
innovation capabilities for its future positioning.  
8.1 Visionary orientation 
Bad Schwartau has no vision but urgently should develop one. There is confusion within the 
firm because the employees recognize the indications of the changing market environment, 
but there is no common understanding in which direction the company will develop. Within 
the whole organization a vision is even requested by the employees. It is internally criticized 
that the CEO dismisses the creation of a vision.  
 ‘Changing mindset and refocusing organizational energies requires the articulation of a new 
vision’. (Bessant et al, 2009, p. 102) A vision is the expression of positive and encouraging 
messages about the organization, and statements that build motivation and confidence’. The 
vision should be spread within the organization by inspirational communication. 
Inspirational communication is defined as ‘the expression of positive and encouraging 
messages about the organization, and statements that build motivation and confidence.’ 
(Rafferty et al, 2004) 
A vision should help to overcome two of the company’s core rigidities:  
1. Disproportionate tradition – the way it has always been and should be  
2. Future worries & confusion – where are we going? 
8.2 Strategic orientation 
A clearer communication of strategic goals is needed. There is no common understanding of 
what the future strategy looks like. There are many assumptions and estimations within the 
firm what the strategy could be.  
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A clear strategy is important for the innovativeness of the company. The strategy defines the 
nature of innovation that is needed. The company should create its strategy based on the 
strategy of the Hero group. The influence of the Hero group on Bad Schwartau’s future 
development is underestimated. Aligned with the strategic orientation of the Hero group, 
Bad Schwartau should communicate the following strategic focus: 
1. Defend the market leader position in the core markets by: 
→ Challenging – incremental product innovation 
Bad Schwartau should concentrate on its core markets, jam and cereal bars. In 
these segments they should challenge the competition with incremental product 
and promotion innovation to justify and defend their market leader position. 
→ Regional expansion – export the core competence in new markets 
Growth should be achieved by regional expansion. This could be the acquisition of 
brands / brand names in new markets and a following integration in the company or 
group. This expansion policy will be merely driven and coordinated by the Hero 
group. Bad Schwartau has to see itself as part of the group. 
 
2. Becoming a specialist supplier: The private labels are gaining market share. But they 
don’t run own fabrics to produce the jam, they obtain the raw material from suppliers. 
Bad Schwartau could be such a supplier and build a further sales channel on B2B 
(business to business) level besides his own Schwartau brand business. Doing so, the 
company can keep the volume market share and ensure capacity utilization. If they 
don’t do it, the competitors (e.g. Zentis) will… and do it already. Bad Schwartau has to 
overcome traditional principles to enter this business. 
8.2.1 Need for incremental product innovation 
The company needs to unlock innovation potential for incremental product innovation. The 
two latest innovations, coffee flavor syrup and gluten-free products do not fit in the strategy. 
These are niche markets and the innovations can be interpreted as actionism to gain short-
term revenues. But the expected revenues of €10 millions are only a ‘drop in the ocean’, 
compared to the lost revenue of €60 million through the sale of the B&D division and a loss 
of 8% jam market share within the last 4 years. Of course it is not wrong to make additional 
revenue, but at the end it is a question of available resources for product innovation. Bad 
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Schwartau has to focus on its core competence and real brand value. The company stands 
for fruit products and the Bad Schwartau brand is associated with jam.  
Incremental product innovation relates to the core product, design and promotion. Within 
its core markets, Bad Schwartau has to discover new fields of innovation, increase the 
variability and make the product more attractive. To do so it should strengthen its 
capabilities of observation (chap. 2.4, how do we get to innovation?) on the one side and on 
the other side become a market seeker (chap. 4.1.3, innovation strategies). 
8.2.1.1 Become a need seeker 
By now, Bad Schwartau is a pure market reader (chap. 4.1.3, innovation strategies), which 
will hardly be enough in the future. Bad Schwartau is very successful in copying, 
implementation and marketing new innovations, and guaranteeing high quality standards. 
With the exception of Frutissima jam, all real product innovations within the last 10 years 
were product copies.  
But with the increasing competition, the need for more own incremental innovation 
increases as well. It is not enough anymore to wait and copy what others develop. The 
company has to become a need seeker. It has to develop capabilities to discover the needs of 
the customers and develop products based on these needs. It is necessary that Bad 
Schwartau looks more diversified at its customers. One way would be to create more 
segments and target the segments more diverse. It should make use of demographic change 
and changes in perception as innovation sources. This can be a good approach to win 
younger customers, to reinvent the brand for new generations of customers. What kind of 
product, design and promotion does each segment attract? Reacting on those signals is the 
justification for the premium price.  
8.3 Time for innovation 
To unlock creativity potential and get new ideas, time is a critical factor at Bad Schwartau 
(chap. 7.3.5, Time and resource planning). The administrative processes are often slow and 
time consuming. The employees share the opinion that many processes need to be more 
efficient. In addition, responsibility for processes is allocated to the wrong people, ‘creative 
staff’. The value of these ‘innovation champions’ lies in capabilities for creativity and they 
are core to innovation development. This is a specific issue in the marketing department of 
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the company. Bad Schwartau needs to reallocate processes and moreover make existing 
administration processes more efficient. Martin (2010, p.75) describes these processes as 
algorithms. Step by step procedures that guarantees a specific result. In some cases this 
could lead to outsourcing of processes. 
Starting with the marketing department, Bad Schwartau should hire an experienced 
consultancy agency to make its processes more efficient. Before that, each department 
should collect and classify all process problems that the employees are aware of.  
Additional to that the company should try to create learning synergies within the Hero 
group. A possibility is to send a chosen employee from one department, equipped with 
department problems, to the same department of another Hero company, to have a look at 
their processes. That might implicate the solution for problems back ‘home’.  
To improve the efficiency of the processes by learning and consulting should lead to more 
time for incremental position and product innovation.  
8.3.1 Ingenuity – improve the quality of ideas 
When there is only little time available that means that the quality of the ideas has to be 
improved. So it is necessary to draw ‘attention to the pre-concept’ area of innovation – the 
creation and selection of ‘good’ ideas which will have much better chances of success. 
(Binks, Mosey, Kirkham, 2010)  The ‘problem’ can be seen as the core element of this 
approach. Problems, needs and opportunities can be considered as ‘different aspects of the 
same situation’. It is a three step process: 
1. Definition: At this stage it is essential to really understand the problem. Find the root 
causes, explore how problem and opportunities are constructed and interrelated. 
Define a problem statement. 
2. Discovery: This is the creative part, the discovery of ideas and possible solutions for our 
problem. The core is to be very open at this stage, so that ideas will be missed out. See 
the problem as a box and it is at this stage necessary to look ‘outside the box’ widely 
and imaginatively for ideas that can be engineered into creative possibilities.  
3. Determination: This is the transformation of possibilities into probabilities. To do so 




Bad Schwartau should use this method in a two step approach: 
First, the problems of a department should be systematically collected. Then the problems 
should be classified in an appropriate way (E.g. complex and simple problems, etc.).  Having 
done that, the systematically development of solutions opportunities with the help of the 
above described idea development method can start.  
This approach can moreover help to understand the customers and their needs. What does 
the customer need, for example related to the size of the jam glasses (single, couple or 
family)? 
8.4 Design innovation processes 
 ‘Creativity is a process in which everyone can participate’. (Binks et al, 2010)  
Idea collection: To let everybody participate, an idea collection tool is a core element. All 
employees should have access to this tool. The tool should offer different idea categories 
(e.g. product, promotion, processes, etc.), so that every employee feels appealed to use this 
tool. These ideas should be preselected by a responsible person and then evaluated by 
dedicated teams / persons in the affected departments. Good ideas should be rewarded and 
this should be published via newsletter to keep the motivation to participate and spread the 
message that the individual can benefit from being innovative. The newsletter can also be 
used to address specific problems to the whole organization to ask for solutions – somebody 
might have the idea for a solution but never heard about the problem. Moreover this tool 
and the aligned communication show that innovation is expected from the whole 
organization and not solely from the marketing department. It is important that this tool is 
supported by the top management and constantly well managed. If not, the employees will 
judge it as useless instrument. 
Together with the before mentioned ‘problem-based’ approach, the company would now 
have good instruments to use its internal creativity potential. 
 
The collected idea has no meaning without a good selection management and the further 
development process. Here leadership plays a major role. New ideas and opportunities can 
only develop with a good project management. That includes the combination of the right 
people. Within an innovation process, creativity meets rationality – creative people and 
rational analytical people need to work together towards the same goal. 
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We find a good example for a lack of project management can within Bad Schwartau. The 
idea collection tool that has been planned by the HR department for 2 years but it has not 
passed the second level of the innovation process, selection. But it has not brought into a 
project status yet. There are no targets or timelines which would force individuals to make 
things happen, so far, nothing moves.  
 
8.5 Synergies through the Hero matrix organization 
The development of an organizational learning system to create synergies within the Hero 
group could help the Bad Schwartau to improve its innovation capabilities. 
3 elements of cooperation and steering by the Hero group should give valuable impulses: 
Share product and process knowledge: This has successfully happened in the case of the 
‘Samt’ product innovation (chap. 3.3.1, products, jam). This knowledge sharing should be 
intensified. Bad Schwartau benefits form that because of their very good implementation 
and marketing capabilities. The sharing of process knowledge has already been described in 
section (chap. 7.3.5, Time and resource planning). 
Shared employee development program: On the group level, a proactive employee 
development program should be created.  This could set standards within the Hero group 
and each company, Bad Schwartau included, could benefit from this structured approach. 
The program should develop the employees in their specific area of expertise. To overcome 
the scarce time factor within the companies, it has to be initialized and controlled on a group 
level. 
Shared communication platform (Intranet / Newsletter): The top-down communication on 
a group, level as well as on the Bad Schwartau company level should be improved. There is 
no newsletter or an intranet platform through which the top management speaks directly to 
the employees. This should be a helpful tool to overcome the problems about visionary and 




8.6 Develop innovative people 
Innovation starts with an idea and ideas come from people. There are tools and methods 
that support all stages of the innovation process. And these tools and methods can be 
learned by teaching and training. The focus of such development program should lie on 
creativity tools and creative problem solving tools, efficient project management and leader 
development (e.g. coaching). The skills to lead an innovation project successfully are of great 
importance. 
For complex workshops, the company should consider the insertion of external trainer to 
lead through workshops to ensure a structured process and to increase the quality of the 
results.  
8.6.1 Customer contact, new impressions 
To stimulate the people’s fantasy and imagination for what and for whom they are working, 
it should be advantageous to integrate field activity in the work-plan. This means to send the 
employees out to meet the customer; this will stimulate new ideas and gives the employees 
a feeling for sense and purpose of their work.  
Roger Martin (2010) describes in a case study about P&G, how this could look like:  
At P&G they encouraged category teams to seek a deeper understanding of their consumers. 
They started with the hair care category team. They would send the team to styling salons to 
interact with customers and collect direct feedback from new products. Experiences they 
gained from those interactions would be lead to activities within P&G that led to innovation 
and therefore competitive advantage. The whole idea behind that is to bring people to a 
place they have not been before. This could also be a training program in another 
department of the company to create synergies and stimulate new ideas and ‘Walk out with 
solutions they have never thought before’. 
8.6.2 Innovation champions and their mentors 
If the top management does not commit, support and communicate organizational change 
to unlock innovation potential, the company will struggle within a changing environment. 
The leaders have to show and explain the chances and opportunities. They should create the 
environment that encourages and stimulates innovation. to make sure that they  
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But how should they do that? It starts with a clear visionary and strategic orientation. Here, 
Bad Schwartau has a clear deficit. (chap. 7.1 visionary orientation, 7.2 strategic orientation) 
 
In addition to that the top management has to fulfill its role as mentor for the innovation 
champions, those employees that have the ideas to develop the company and its product; so 
they best unfold their skills and capabilities. (chap. 4.3, organization, leadership & innovation 
champions). There is a mutual dependency between the mentor (the top management) and 
the innovative champions. 
Related to Hofstede (1980), less power distant systems will be more innovative than more 
power distant systems – hierarchical systems reduce innovation. 
It should be a necessary approach to discover and determine the real innovation champions 
and then challenge them; give them room (freedom) and time to be creative and develop 
ideas. There are innovation champions in every department of Bad Schwartau, who just wait 
to be discovered. They will perform, for their own benefit and for the benefit of the 
company.  
A further useful approach would be to put innovation champions from different 
departments (e.g. sales, R&D and marketing) together on a regular base to discuss & develop 
ideas.  
But also within a department a good leader can create a creative and innovative 











































Figure 7: Diamond diagram innovation agenda for Bad Schwartau, based on Francis & 









The 5 dimension innovation analysis has been a successful research approach for this 
management project. The self assessment was a useful tool to start the investigation. 
Specifically the preparation of the documents helped to understand where to draw the line. 
Based on the assessment it was possible to rank the dimensions by innovativeness. The 
organization dimension has been ranked at number one, followed by linkages, process and 
strategy. The lowest overall score was given to the learning dimension. But the assessment 
has its limits as some statements might have been misunderstood or interpreted differently. 
So it can only be a tool that gives indications in which areas a further investigation is 
advisable. 
The qualitative interview was a very powerful tool for the further research. Within a 
relatively short time, the personal contact made it possible to share knowledge and 
experiences. The investigator could adjust the questionnaire for each talk, related to the 
department and position of the interviewee. Within the interview it was possible to fathom 
relevant issues. The qualitative of this research method relates very much on the skills and 
intentions of the interviewer. What is he able to discover and what of the spoken is he 
willing to use for the analysis. Only an accurate categorizing of the interview content gives 
the necessary research overview that should be the base for the recommendations. 
It has been identified that the future positioning of Bad Schwartau within the changing jam 
market is the big challenge for the company. However Schwartau will develop, it has to give 
its employees more orientation. The company should create a vision and communicate a 
clear strategy.  
The research has shown that any strategic plan can only be made in consideration of the 
Hero group and its strategic goals. The strategic focus of the group lies on child nutrition and 
jam. So, Bad Schwartau should focus on defending its market leader position in the jam 
market.  
Besides a geographical expansion, the company should use incremental innovation to 
challenge the competition. Until today Schwartau gets its most innovations through ‘market 
reading’. It has strong capabilities in new product copying and market implementation. But 
in the future the company will need more own ideas to justify the high prices and defend the 
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Market leader position. To do so, the company should follow a ‘need seeker’ innovation 
strategy. Schwartau should increase the customer segments and target these groups more 
specific. This should increase brand loyalty from especially younger customers. 
To get more ideas for innovation, time is a critical factor at Bad Schwartau. To have more 
time, the company should reallocate processes and make processes more efficient.  This 
should happen through internal learning programs within the Hero group or in cooperation 
with external consultancies.  
Bad Schwartau should improve its innovation processes. First, the company needs to 
develop an idea collection tool. In addition, an employee development program should be 
designed to train the needed creativity tools and necessary project management skills. As 
time is a critical factor, it is useful to increase the quality of the ideas. Creative problem 
solving could be a useful approach for Bad Schwartau to focus the ingenuity. 
Finally the company should discover its innovation champions. Leaders should create the 
right environment for them to be creative. In regular workshops, innovation champions 
should interdepartmental work together.  
The entrepreneurial spirit, the loyalty of the employees and the competence in product and 
process implementation are a strong base. This should help Bad Schwartau to develop the 
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Appendix 1 – Firms problems towards innovation 
Lack of a culture of innovation: Is innovation seen as something that only relates to e.g. the 
marketing department or is innovation seen as a continuing development process that is 
related to the whole organization? Are the people motivated to innovate and have the 
support play around with new ideas? 
Lack of a strategy for where to focus innovation efforts: The strategy needs to tell what 
type of innovation the company needs. Should the innovation be incremental or more 
radical? Is it more related to products than processes related, for example cost cuttings? 
When the strategy is clear, the search for innovation can be focused. 
Innovation is seen to conflict with fee-paying work and thus is not always valued: The big 
question here, what is the payback for innovation? If there are no personal benefits, it is not 
very attractive to be innovative.  
A formal innovation process does not exist: There are processes that make innovation 
possible because the support the development of an idea to an innovation in a systematic 
way 
Project management skills are very limited: Innovation means to create something new. It 
is a process that has a starting point, the idea, and a result, the innovation. Project 
management is fundamental to manage this process, to manage the timelines, keep the 







Appendix 2 – Hero group brand attributes (based on Hero 2009 
annual report) 
Nutrition: Healthy and nourishing food is key. Not only for children, for everybody. 
Trust and reliability: When it comes to the well-being of a baby, only the best products are 
good enough. 
Innovation: We are committed and strive hard to develop and bring better products to our 
consumers. 








true at all; 
7=very true
1
Die Mitarbeiter wissen, welches die Kernkompetenzen sind - was den Wettbewerbsvorteil ausmacht
(Die "unterscheidenden Kompetenzen", die unseren Erfolg am Markt ausmachen - z.B. ist es das Produktwissen? 
Beziehungen? die Marke? die Mitarbeiter? etc.)
The employees know which are the core competences that make the competitive advantage of the firm?
2
Für die Entwickling neuer Produkte haben wir etablierte und effektive Management- & 
Steuerungsprozessee 
(von der Idee bis hin zur Markteinführung) 
We have established and effective tools & processes for the development of new products
3
Unsere Organisationstruktur fördert Innovation 
(z.B. gibt es in flachen Organisationsstrukturen kurze & schnelle Kommunikationswege; dies kann für Innovation 
sehr förderlich sein)
Our organizational structure stimulates innovation
4
die Geschäftsbeziehungen zu unseren Lieferanten sind für beide Seiten von Vorteil 
(z.B. man tauscht Informationen und Ideen aus)
The business relations to our suppliers are beneficial for both sides
5
Es gibt ein klares Bekenntnis zu Personalentwicklung und Training der Mitarbeiter
(dementsprechende Programme, Schulungen, Seminare)
There is a clear commitment for personal development and employee training
6
Die Innovationsstrategie ist klar kommuniziert und jeder weiß um die angestrebten Ziele und 
Verbesserungen 
(In der Firma herrscht eine übereinstimmende Vorstellung darüber, wie Innovation in die Unternehmenstrategie 
der Firma eingebunden ist - z.B. Produktentwicklung, z.B. Prozessentwicklung, z.B. neue Partnerschaften & 
Kooperationen, etc.)
The innovation strategy is clearly communicated and everybody knows about the goals targeted development
7
Unsere Innovationsprojekte werden im Allgemeinen innerhalb der Zeit- und Budgetvorgaben durchgeführt
Our innovation projects meet the time and budget targets/requirements
8
Die bereichsübergreifende Zusammenarbeit der Mitarbeiter ist gut 
(wenn Zusammenarbeit gefragt ist, werden keine Barrieren aufgebaut, man kann gut miteinander 
kommunizieren und zielorientiert zusammenarbeiten)
The inter-divisional cooperation of the employees is good
9
Wir haben Trendkunden identifiziert 
(Trendkunden sind jene Endkunden, die von sich aus einen Trend aufnehmen oder entwickeln - es zeichnet sie 
aus, dass sie selber innovativ sind und neue Produktwünsche entwickeln - z.B. Lobbygruppen, etc.)







Wir nehmen uns Zeit für die Bewertung und Besprechung / Nachbesprechung von Projekten 
We take the time for project reviews 
11
Wir haben eine genaue Vorstellung auf welche Art und Weise uns Innovation zu Wettbewerbsvorteilen 
verhilft; wo und wie Innovation gebraucht wird 
(z.B. innerhalb der Organisation, z.B. für den Markt, etc.)  
We have a clear understanding, how innovation brings us competitive advantage; where and how innovation is 
needed
12
Wir haben effektive Mechanismen, die sicherstellen, dass jeder Mitarbeiter die Bedürfnisse unserer Kunden 
versteht 
(diese Mechanismen gewährleisten, dass man nicht nur im Marketing die Kunden versteht - z.B. interne Post? 
Direkter Kundenkontakt? Versammlungen und Berichte? etc. / dies bezieht sich auf den Handel und auf den 
Endverbraucher gleichermaßen)
We have effective mechanisms that make sure, that every employee understands the needs of the customers
13
Die Mitarbeiter werden systematisch einbezogen, um Ideenvorschläge zur Verbesserung der Produkte oder 
Prozesse zu machen
We systematically integrate the employees in the idea fining process for the improvement of products and 
processes
14
Wir arbeiten gut mit Forschungseinrichtungen zusammen, um neues Wissen zu generieren
(z.B. Universitäten, z.B. Marktforschungsinstitute, etc.)
To generate new knowledge, we cooperate successfully with external research facilities
15
Wir lernen aus unseren Fehlern 
We learn from our mistakes
16
Es gibt einen deutlichen Zusammenhang zwischen den Innovationsprojekten und der übergreifenden 
Unternehmensstrategie
There is a clear connection between the innovation projects and the overall corporate strategy
17
In unserem System für Produktentwicklung gibt es ausreichend Flexibilität, die die Durchführung kleiner / 
kurzfristiger Projekte ermöglicht
There is enough flexibility in our system for product development, that allows the realization of small / 
short-termed projects 
18
Unsere Struktur hilft uns, schnelle Entscheidungen zu treffen und umzusetzen
Our structure fosters speed in decision making and in implementation of these decisions
19
Die Kooperation mit dem Handel funktioniert gut und ist nachhaltig aufgestellt











Wir vergleichen unsere Produkte und Prozesse systematisch mit denen anderer Firmen und verbessern uns 
dadurch
(z.B. gemachte Fehler nicht zu wiederholen - z.B. mit Wettbewerbern, z.B. mit andere Firmen der Hero Gruppe, 
etc.)
We compare our products and processes systematically with those of other firms and develop based on this 
knowlege
21
Unsere Unternehmensführung hat eine übereinstimmende Vision darüber, wie sich die Firma durch 
Innovation entwickeln wird
Our board has a shared vision, how the company will develop through innovation
22
Wir suchen systematisch nach neuen Produktideen
(es wird systematisch sowohl innerhalb des Unternehmen, als auch außerhalb des Unternehmens nach Ideen 
gesucht - z.B. Mitarbeiter werden systematsch dazu angeregt, kreativ zu sein, z.B. systematische Kooperationen 
mit  Unternehmen zwecks Ideenfindung, z.B. Einbindung des Kunden in den Prozess der Ideenfindung) 
We search systematically for new product ideas
23
Unser Belohnungs- und Anerkennungssystem fördert Innovation
(kurz gesagt: Wer besonders innovativ ist, der hat auch was davon)
Our benefit and reward system encourages innovation
24
Wir verstehen die Konsumenten unserer Produkte (den Endkunden) sehr gut
We understand our customers of our products very well
25
Projekterfahrungen werden innerhalb der Organisation systematisch dokumentiert weitergegeben
Project experiences are systematically documented and shared within the organization
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Appendix 4 – Self assessment scores by department 
Scores of departments with more than one self assessment feedback: 
 
Marketing
Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score
1 4,25 2 3,75 3 5,75 4 4,375 5 2,5
6 2 7 3,75 8 5 9 2,5 10 3,25
11 4,375 12 2,75 13 3,25 14 3,75 15 4
16 3,25 17 5,25 18 6 19 4,5 20 2,75
21 3 22 3 23 2,75 24 4,75 25 2,5
Total 16,875 18,5 22,75 19,875 15
/ by 5
Score 3,375 3,7 4,55 3,975 3
F&E
Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score
1 4,5 2 3,5 3 6,5 4 6 5 2,5
6 3,75 7 5,5 8 6,5 9 - 10 3
11 4 12 4 13 2 14 5,5 15 4,5
16 5,5 17 7 18 6 19 5 20 4,5
21 3,25 22 3,5 23 2 24 5,5 25 4,5
Total 21 23,5 23 22 19
/ by 5
Score 4,2 4,7 4,6 5,5 3,8
Sales
Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score
1 5 2 4 3 6,5 4 4 5 3
6 2,5 7 3,5 8 5,5 9 2,5 10 2
11 4 12 2 13 4 14 3,25 15 4,5
16 3 17 4,5 18 6,5 19 5 20 3,5
21 2,5 22 2,5 23 2 24 5 25 2,5
Total 17 16,5 24,5 19,75 15,5
/ by 5
Score 3,4 3,3 4,9 3,95 3,1
Strategy Processes Organisation Linkages Learnings
Strategy Processes Organisation Linkages Learnings















Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score Qu. N Score
1 4,5 2 4 3 4,5 4 4,5 5 2
6 2,5 7 3,5 8 6 9 0 10 3
11 2,5 12 3 13 3 14 4 15 5
16 3,5 17 5 18 5,5 19 3 20 3,5
21 2,5 22 4 23 1,5 24 3,5 25 4
Total 15,5 19,5 20,5 15 17,5
/ by 5
Score 3,1 3,9 4,1 3 3,5
Strategy Processes Organisation Linkages Learnings
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Appendix 5 – Hero values 
Entrepreneurship – is the driver of our business 
We are all in the driver’s seat and take ownership right from the start. We encourage 
initiative, determination and pragmatism. We share a passion for our products, strive to 
realize innovative ideas with great execution and relentlessly aim to outperform.  
 
Speed – is our greatest competitive weapon 
We avoid bureaucracy and strive for simple solutions. We keep our organizational structure 
and processes as lean as possible and are quick in identifying opportunities and risks. We 
remove obstacles that limit human potential. 
 
Empowerment – gives us the freedom to act 
We have a global mindset but place great importance on our local businesses and empower 
and champion our local teams. We are risk-takers and persistent, ambitious fighters when 
we encounter obstacles. 
 
Change – is the key for winning today and in the future 
We believe our future depends on the flexibility of our organization and our people. We 
have an insatiable curiosity and try to look at opportunities from new angles. We are eager 
to learn from our own failures and successes and from our competition. 
 
Family – is the foundation of our success 
We are honest with and respect our colleagues, customers, suppliers and all other 
stakeholders we are involved with. We have a high level of integrity and are committed to 
conducting business in a sustainable manner. We take advantage of our independence to 






Appendix 6 – Dissertation proposal 
Title: How can Bad Schwartau develop a more innovative culture and make 
better use of its innovation potential? 
The idea for my dissertation topic has two roots: The cognition of organizational 
development and an interest for innovation management. 
The first root is related to experiences before I came to Nottingham to start my MBA. By 
then I was working as a sales and marketing manager at Navigon AG in Hamburg (GER). The 
company’s business is the development, production and distribution of mobile navigation 
devices (PND) and navigation software for the consumer electronic market, a fast moving 
market with a high demand for product innovation. I was chosen to join a group of young 
employee to think about organizational development and the establishment of a new 
corporate culture. We had no idea how to handle it and without any leadership this project 
was forced to fail. Looking back I can say that this project, to establish such an inexperienced 
group, was naive.  
But since then I developed a growing awareness of organizational development issues. How 
can an organisation make best use of its potentials and increase its performance? I began to 
realize the importance of a company’s organization and specifically the organizational 
culture for business success. 
So I started to research for consultants who work in the area of organizational development 
and asked them for interviews to get a better understanding about this topic. 
The second root is related to the Innovation Management class during my MBA studies at 
the Nottingham University Business School. This course is part of my MBA specialization in 
‘Entrepreneurship’.  
Innovation is looking forward; it is future oriented and is the base for sustainable 
competitive advantage. The underlying question is how to create innovation or how to 
stimulate innovation within a company? To manage innovation it is first of all necessary to 
understand and recognise it. 
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What kind of environment is necessary to enable and stimulate people to innovate? What 
resources are needed? Where do ideas come from and how to turn a new idea into an 
innovation? 
The visit of a guest speaker had a major influence on the decision for my dissertation topic. 
Mr Geoff Kirk, a former Rolls Royce employee explained us how they integrated innovation 
systems at Rolls Royce to develop a more innovative culture.  
This looked to me as a good link between my formerly mentioned interest in organizational 
development and the Innovation Management course. Moreover the topic covers themes 
that have been taught in the modules ‘Entrepreneurship and Creativity’ and ‘Strategy, 
Organisation and Learning’. Therefore the topic is an integrative approach. 
How can I manage innovation in a company? How can I create a more innovative 
organizational culture?  
Inspired by that I defined the topic I wanted to explore and develop my dissertation on. My 
next goal was to find a company that I could cooperate with. I finally found the Schwartauer 
Werke GmbH & Co.KGaA. The company is a producer of jam and backing ingredients and a 
unit of Hero Schweiz AG. It is based in Bad Schwartau, a city located at a 30 minutes drive 
north from Hamburg. It has a well known quality brand in the German food market – ‘Bad 
Schwartau’.   
The annual turnover is 300 Billion Euros. The company is the German market leader for jam 
(app. 40% market share), cereal bar (app. 80% market share), bakery & decor articles (app. 
30% market share) and currently has a staff of 800 employees.  
But the company is facing a difficult economic situation at the current stage with market 
growth stagnation. Based on a statement of the Marketing Director of Bad Schwartau, 
Philipp von Jagow, this is related to three major facts:  
1. A general declining in consumer’s brand awareness;  specifically private labels are 
enjoying greater popularity 
2. The impacts of the recent economic crisis (financial crisis & currency crisis) and the 
following overall reduction in consumer spending 
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3. An increase in competition; private labels on the one side but also changing nutrition 
patterns on the other side. Consumers tend to buy more ready food and less food 
ingredients to make food on their own. 
 
The company is operating in a changing environment. The dissertation aims to investigate 
and come up with solutions on how the company can make better use of its innovation 
potential to adapt the changing market environment and gain a competitive advantage to 
defend their market position and ensure further growth. Areas of interest that have been 
mentioned so far are: 
- How can the employees been mobilized to be more innovative? 
- Is an internal competition helpful? 
- Should innovation be more institutionalized within Bad Schwartau? 
- How can Innovation be integrated through the whole organization in the daily work 
life? 
Details about the company’s expectation about the work will be discussed with Bad 
Schwartau in a meeting on Monday, 21
st
 of June. My contact person at Bad Schwartau will 
be the Marketing Director, Philipp von Jagow. 
What has already been written about the topic?   
The topic covers different areas of management science. Overall it is related to innovation 
management. Innovation is no specific method or condition, or relates exclusively to one 
department only. Very often innovation is seen as a product specific attribute which belongs 
to the marketing department of a company. But innovation should be found everywhere in 
an organization. The extent is very much related to people and the environment they are 
working in. In the way the dissertation discovers innovation, in a way that is very likely 
influenced by the science of organizational development, specifically organizational culture 
and change management.  
The aim of the work is a successful application of theory in practise. To do so it is first 
necessary to understand the theory – Many theoretical frameworks about innovation exist. 
The thesis will concentrate on a company’s capability to innovate. A major source for the 
dissertation research will be ‘Managing Innovation’ by Joe Tidd and John Bessant (2009). 
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This will be complemented with further literature, such us ‘Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship’ by Drucker (1985) and ‘How organizations learn’ by Ken Starkey (1996). It 
is important to see innovation from the organizational perspective rather than from a 
product perspective.  
Many research articles about various innovation specific topics have been published in 
recent times by different Journals, like the ‘Journal of Knowledge management’, ‘Journal of 
product innovation management’ and many others. Further helpful information sources are 
case studies. They describe and evaluate applied innovation methods and techniques in 
other organizations such as 3M or Lego. These are useful sources for benchmarking, but I’m 
aware that it is advisable to use them carefully to avoid comparing apples with oranges. 
Information requirements: 
The thesis will make use of secondary as well as primary data and information. 
I will look for background information about the market environment in the food industry. 
For example, do new product trends come up and force the company for radical innovation?  
How is Bad Schwartau positioned compared to competitors, such as the Dr. August Oetker 
Nahrungsmittel KG? 
This information should be found within Bad Schwartau in form of available market research 
documents and complemented with online market research. In general it should be 
recognized that innovation differs between different markets and different industries. This 
secondary information will help to understand the market background.  
The core work will base on primary information research; new information that will be 
found within the company. This primary research has two dimensions: 
The quantitative research and the qualitative research! 
The quantitative research will be in form of an innovation audit. The qualitative research will 
be in depth interviews with Bad Schwartau employee.  
To get to solutions and recommendations I will use a similar research approach. I will 
interview experienced people and consultants and complement it with data from literature 
& online research. 
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Details about how the cooperation will look like will be discussed at a meeting on Monday, 
21
st
 of June. 
Research methodology and assumption:   
Classical literature research in books and journals will be the sources for the theoretical 
framework of the work. Moreover the internet will be used to discover modern and 
practical information. 
The innovation audit should elaborate the problematic areas in which innovation needs to 
be developed. This audit will build on the 5 dimension innovation audit of Tidd, Bessant and 
Pavitt (2005), a questionnaire in which employee have to score innovation related 
statements with reference to the company. This will provide numerical data and is a 
quantitative research approach. The innovation audit will target the whole organization, all 
the departments, to create consistent results that draw conclusions from the organization’s 
innovative culture. 
Additional to the audit, in depth interviews with key persons of each department (higher 
management and lower staff) will enrich the quantitative data with qualitative data. This will 
lead to a meaningful picture about the innovation within Bad Schwartau.  
To get a good understanding it might be useful to look for a specific innovation project that 
can be seen exemplary for managing innovation within Bad Schwartau. 
Based on this new knowledge about the company I will research for best practices to 
develop the organization and make it more innovative: 
Besides the already mentioned literature sources, more practical material is needed. Which 
concrete sources are needed will relate to the results of the audit. Methods and techniques 
can be found in practical guides. A source might be ‘The 7 habbits of highly effective people’ 
by Stephen R. Covey. This book will specifically focus on the people and motivation 
strategies. Another book could be or ‘Design of Business: Why Design Thinking is the Next 
Competitive Advantage’ by Roger Martin which is an interdisciplinary approach how an 
organization can achieve innovation. Which direction the thesis will go in his final 
recommendation part cannot be stated yet; it depends on the results of the audit. 
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Case studies will be a helpful tool to discover concrete methods and techniques to develop 
the innovative organization. This can be seen as a form of benchmarking. 
The internet provides a range of websites that give practical examples and solutions with 
guidance  
I will further look for consultants with who I can discuss my approach and who might give 
some useful advices. One will probably be Geoff Kirk, former Chief Design Engineer – Civil 
Aerospace for Rolls-Royce. A further contact will be Christian zu Waldeck from CCT 
(Colsulting, Coaching, Training). 
Description of proposed chapters: 
The dissertation will have two major sections, the theoretical and the practical section. The 
following will show a first structure draft: 
1 Introduction 
The introduction will include a description of Bad Schwartau and the company’s current 
economic situation. It will describe why innovation leads to competitive advantage, depict 
the role of innovation within the company and raise the question how a more innovative 
organization could be developed. 
2 Innovation 
2.1 What is innovation? 
The chapter will give general definitions for innovation and describe forms in which 
innovation exists. It will elaborate the relevant sources for innovation and describe the 
difference between the ‘push’ and ‘pull’ system. Moreover the differences between radical 
and incremental creativity and the consequences for structures, processes, skills and 
resources will be discussed and with reference to Fracis and Bessant (2005), the 4Ps of 
innovation (Product, Process, Position and Paradigm) will be described. 
2.1.1 The role of creativity & knowledge management 
The dissertation will discover the role of creativity and knowledge management. To what 




How can knowledge be captured and shared for effectively collaboration? How do we tap 
into tacit knowledge? 
2.1.2 A motivating organizational culture 
This chapter will describe the role of motivation for innovation and discuss how it can be 
managed. 
What blocks and what unlocks people’s motivation for innovation?        
How can it be enhanced, measured and managed? What properties of an organisational 
culture cultivate productivity? 
2.1.3 The innovative company 
Based on the theory of Bessant and Tidd (2009) this section will elaborate the 5 dimensions 
of innovations - Strategy, Learning, Linkages, Processes and Organisation. It will be described 
how to make an innovation audit to measure the innovativeness of a firm. 
3 Bad Schwartau  
3.1 Innovation audit at Bad Schwartau 
This is the practical part of the thesis where I will analyse how innovative the company is and 
what the innovative strength and weaknesses of the organization are.  
It is very likely that the meeting with Bad Schwartau on the 21
st
 of June will help to narrow 
down the area of research. For the time being I will focus on a holistic audit approach. 
3.2 Frameworks for improvement 
Once the weak points have been discovered, the work will continue with the research for 
solutions.  
What are top guides for improvements of the critical area? 
Which would be the best benchmark? 
What do the consultants recommend? 
4 Recommendations 





Bad Schwartau Homepage (2010), ‘numbers and facts’, http://www.schwartauer-
werke.de/ueber-uns/zahlen-fakten/ [Access on 11
th
 June 2010] 
